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OPEN CONTENT LICENSE
Willamette Partnership has developed all of its protocols, quantification methods, and associated tools
(CONTENT) with an eye toward transparency and easy extension. As such, permission to use, copy,
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modify, and distribute CONTENT and its referenced documentation for any purpose and without fee is
hereby granted, provided that the notice appear in all copies or modified versions:
"This CONTENT was created in part through the adaptation of procedures and publications developed by
Willamette Partnership (www.willamettepartnership.org), but is not the responsibility or property of
Willamette Partnership.”
If any CONTENT is modified or not utilized in its whole, the modified content must carry prominent
notices stating that you changed it, the exact nature and content of the changes, and the date of any
change. Prior to use of CONTENT, you must notify Willamette Partnership of which CONTENT you intend
to use, how it has been modified, and how it is intended to be used.

GUIDING PRINCIPLES FOR COUNTING ON THE ENVIRONMENT
Over the past 50 years, populations have grown dramatically in Western communities in the United
States. With that growth, local economies have expanded and diversified in ways that change how we
utilize natural resources and impact the environment around us. Increasing pressure on natural systems
reduces their ability to provide the services that we rely on, like clean air, clean water, and natural
places to play.
There are several policy tools in place to reduce or reverse this trend toward less robust and resilient
ecological systems, but they do not always work in synergy. Communities that seek to comply with
environmental policies and regulations are often faced with expensive solutions that may be
disconnected from the actual problem. This disconnect has created the idea that we need to choose
between a healthy economy and a healthy environment. Willamette Partnership believes this is a false
choice. We believe naturally functioning ecosystems form the cornerstone of livable communities and
a healthy, sustainable economy. We want ecological resiliency because it benefits us as individuals,
businesses, and communities.
The Partnership’s work, including development and implementation of this Protocol, is based on the
assumption that ecosystem markets can provide alternatives to complying with environmental policies,
alternatives that help rebuild resilient ecological systems in a credible, rigorous, and cost-effective way.
We believe that environmental markets should be tied to meeting overall environmental goals rather
than strict interpretations of current rules and program guidelines. As such, the Ecosystem Credit
Accounting System is designed to work within existing regulatory structures and constantly strives to:
1. Produce the highest quality restoration and conservation where it makes the greatest ecological
difference;
2. Foster transparency, accountability, and credibility in emerging ecosystem markets and;
3. Facilitate the connections between Buyers and Sellers that put the greatest amount of resources
towards measurable benefits with lowest transaction costs.
If there are ever any grey areas, exceptions to standards, or places where this Protocol is silent, refer
back to these three guiding principles to inform case-by-case decisions.
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PROTOCOL ORGANIZATION & USER GUIDANCE
This document describes Willamette Partnership’s Ecosystem Credit Accounting System for quantifying,
tracking, buying, selling, and reporting on ecosystem credits. It is organized in three sections:





Protocol includes the steps and standards of the credit issuance and credit accounting process.
Appendices provide supplementary and detailed information, including the Protocol
Appendices, which describe specific standards for currencies in three categories: aquatic
habitat, upland habitat, and water quality.
Addenda contain additional detail to parts of the Protocol as needed, such as more detail on
riparian planting standards

PROTOCOL
Section 1: Introduction describes the history, audience, and applications for the Protocol. Section 1 also
provides an overview of the crediting process and how to request technical assistance.
Section 2: Generating Ecosystem Credits describes the steps for quantifying and verifying ecosystem
credits from an individual project site.
Section 3: Purchasing Ecosystem Credits identifies the advantages of using the Protocol to inform
project selection decisions and describes the steps for Buyers to obtain credits.
Section 4: Managing & Adapting the Ecosystem Credit Accounting System describes how Willamette
Partnership systematically gathers stakeholder feedback, evaluates new information related to
protocols, standards, and quantification methods, incorporates improvements into the Ecosystem Credit
Accounting System, and adapts it to new geographies and new issue areas.

APPENDICES
Appendix A describes the forms and documentation needed to generate ecosystem credits, as well as
the templates available.
Appendix B is a glossary of key terms used throughout this Protocol.
Appendix C identifies the individuals involved in the Counting on the Environment Coordinating Team.
Appendices D-F are the Protocol Appendices outlining specific standards for Aquatic Habitat, Upland
Habitat, and Water Quality respectively.

ADDENDA
1. Minimum Quality Standards for Riparian Restoration Plantings
2. Accessing the Reserve Pool upon Force Majeure
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SECTION 1: INTRODUCTION
Emerging incentive programs for ecosystem services will connect people who manage land and water in
new and resourceful ways. These incentives range from markets, to payments for ecosystem services, to
a wide range of mechanisms designed to generate revenue from the functions performed by natural
systems. Improved water quality, increased water quantity and habitat conservation represent some of
the “products” land managers can produce and sell through ecosystem service markets. These markets
also provide those creating unavoidable environmental impacts to land or water with viable alternatives
for mitigating or offsetting the effect of those impacts—alternatives that meet regulatory standards at
lower costs while fortifying the resilience of natural systems.
This document is a guide for those interested in quantifying the benefits or impacts of their actions on
aquatic habitat, upland habitat, and water quality. The Ecosystem Credit Accounting System (ECAS)1
described in this General Crediting Protocol (Protocol), includes the protocols, standards, and
quantification methods through which actions that affect the environment are translated into
quantified, verified, and tradable units. Where the action improves ecological function, these units are
known as credits, where the action results in reduced ecological function, these units are known as
debits. Protocols are the steps of the credit issuance process and the rules for how credits can be
bought, sold, and accounted for. Standards are thresholds that must be met at various stages of the
process. Quantification methods are used to calculate the credit value of a given action. Willamette
Partnership currently supports nine currencies (or credit types) in three categories, shown in Table 1.0.1
below.
Table 1.0.1 Credit categories and types in the Ecosystem Credit Accounting System

CREDIT
CATEGORIES
AQUATIC HABITAT

UPLAND HABITAT

WATER QUALITY

CREDIT TYPES

PROTOCOL APPENDIX

Floodplain habitat
Salmon habitat
Wetland habitat
Oak woodland habitat
Sagebrush/Sage-grouse habitat
Upland prairie/Fender’s blue butterfly
habitat
Nitrogen
Phosphorus
Thermal

Appendix D: Aquatic Habitat Protocol

Appendix E: Upland Habitat Protocol

Appendix F: Water Quality Protocol

Using verified credits to quantify the benefits or impacts of actions that affect the environment allows
conservation, restoration, and mitigation programs to become more outcome-based by shifting
incentives from rewarding practices to rewarding performance. Credits can be used to 1) offset
unavoidable impacts, 2) standardize the delivery of voluntary payments and incentives to landowners,
and 3) track and communicate the benefits of conservation actions.
1

The first use of each glossary term is italicized
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Version 2.0 of the General Crediting Protocol, presented here, is the result of a two-year pilot-testing
phase (2009-2011) and subsequent implementation for the generation of compliance grade credits. It
replaces Version 1.1, incorporating new protocols, new quantification methods and an evolved
understanding of what ecosystem service markets need in order to be transparent, credible,
economically efficient and ecologically effective.
The Protocol was designed to complement existing agency rules and practices, but does not necessarily
reflect agency requirements in all cases. Implementation of this Protocol will work within existing
mitigation programs, and each agency will continue to be in charge of its own policy changes. The
Protocol will be revisited on at least a biannual basis to make needed adjustments that maintain and
improve its ability to increase the pace, scope, and effectiveness of conservation.

BACKGROUND: WILLAMETTE PARTNERSHIP & COUNTING ON THE ENVIRONMENT
Willamette Partnership formed in 2004 with a mission to expand the pace, scope, and effectiveness of
restoration. We are a non-profit coalition of conservation, city, business, and farm and science leaders
who are working to shift the way people think about, value, manage, and regulate the environment.
Willamette Partnership administers the ECAS in Oregon and other regions across the American West.
The ECAS was developed through Willamette Partnership’s Counting on the Environment process. In
2009, twenty-five federal, state, and local agencies, conservation groups, businesses, and others
agreed to use the protocols and tools that resulted from this process in a Joint Statement of
Agreement.2 The Partnership is committed to maintaining the quality, consistency, efficiency, and
integrity of the ECAS as it is updated and applied in new geographies and to new ecosystem service
types. The continued revision of this Protocol occurs through a program management and adaptation
process (Section 4) and under the guidance of the Counting on the Environment Coordinating Team
(Appendix C).

APPLICATION & AUDIENCE OF THE GENERAL CREDITING PROTOCOL
The process and tools in this Protocol have multiple
applications. In the regulatory context, the Protocol is
used to develop, buy, and sell compliance-grade
credits used for mitigation or trading under regulatory
requirements. It can also be used to develop, buy, and
sell voluntary credits, which provide a mechanism to
consistently measure benefits generated by land
management and conservation actions, providing
increased accountability for those who want to invest
in conservation. Protocols and standards differ for
compliance-grade and voluntary credits.

Distinguishing Between Compliance and
Voluntary Credits
Throughout this document, call out
boxes in red will indicate where
requirements differ for voluntary credits.
The standards for voluntary credits also
apply to those wanting to track and
report on ecosystem benefits without
using them as an offset.

2

The Joint Statement of Agreement for an Ecosystem Credit Accounting System is available upon request and can be
downloaded for the Willamette Partnership website at: http://willamettepartnership.org/ongoing-projects-and-activities/nrcsconservation-innovations-grant-1
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This Protocol can also be applied by any organization or group of organizations seeking to quantify the
environmental benefits provided by their actions and
track them over time. Tracking credits is a way to
Regulatory Agency Role
measure progress toward internal goals or to articulate
performance to a broader audience. Businesses, for
Throughout this document, light
thesegreen
call out
example, can use credits as a way to communicate
boxes
call
outwill
boxes
indicate
will indicate
the guidance
the guidance
and
progress toward sustainability goals.
approval
and
approval
role role
played
played
by regulatory
by regulatory
agencies. The Protocol Appendices
The Protocol is designed to be applied by individuals
contain the most specific information
that already possess some specialized knowledge of
about when and how agencies are
resource management. Targeted users include trained
involved for each credit type.
watershed professionals from private consultancies,
soil and water conservation districts and other public
or non-profit organizations that manage natural systems. Additional participants in the ECAS are
described in Table 1.0.2 Ecosystem Credit Accounting System Participants below. The roles and
responsibilities of these participants are outlined in more detail in Sections 3 and 4.
Table 1.0.2 Ecosystem Credit Accounting System Participants

PARTICIPANT

ROLE
Project Developers or Sellers are individuals or entities that have the ability to
improve ecological function by implementing restoration or conservation actions.
PROJECT
A Project Developer might be an individual landowner, land manager, or an
DEVELOPERS/SELLERS aggregator. An aggregator is a type of Project Developer who works to cultivate
demand and secure funding for multiple projects and then engage landowners and
land managers to implement those projects.
BUYERS

TECHNICAL SERVICE
PROVIDERS

VERIFIERS

REGULATORS

Buyers include any public or private entity that chooses or needs to invest in
ecosystem function. Buyers may purchase credits to meet regulatory
requirements or as a way to measure progress toward environmental goals.
Technical Service Providers provide support to landowners, Project Developers,
and Buyers using quantification tools and designing projects to produce the
greatest gains in creditable ecosystem function. Examples include staff at
university extension services or soil and water conservation districts.
Verifiers are independent third parties or agencies who confirm that credits are
calculated accurately and maintained to the appropriate standard throughout the
life of the project. Verifiers are trained and accredited to use the Verification
Protocol.3
Regulators approve projects that are used to fulfill regulatory requirements.
Regulators also participate in adapting and improving the ECAS, particularly when
changes interact with agency policy or enabling laws or regulations.

3

The Verification Protocol provides standardized, specific guidance on the review and assessment of credit issuance under the
approved credit types described here and details the process for becoming an accredited verifier. See
http://willamettepartnership.org/tools-templates/
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Market Administrators manage credit issuance, including all of the necessary tools
and protocols. Program Administrators lead updates and adaptations to the
Protocol by implementing an adaptive management system. Willamette
Partnership currently acts as the Market and Program Administrator for the ECAS
in Oregon and may do so in other regions across the West.
The Registry Provider manages the credit registry (or registry), which acts as a
ledger to track credit ownership and transactions. Willamette Partnership uses
Markit Environmental Registry (Markit).

The following section provides an overview of the steps of the credit generation process, primarily
conducted by Project Developers, and the process for purchasing credits, led by Buyers. Figure 1.0.1
depicts these process steps and the different participants that may be engaged at each step. Portions of
this figure will be used to orient the reader throughout the document.
Figure 1.0.1 Overview of the Process for Credit Generation and Purchase
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OVERVIEW OF THE PROCESS
PROJECT DEVELOPERS/SELLERS
The following steps outline the process that a Project Developer (also referred to as a Seller) would
follow to generate, register, and sell ecosystem service credits from a conservation or restoration
project. For those producing compliance-grade credits, the credit generation process is designed to take
place in parallel with existing review processes by the regulatory agency or agencies that are in charge of
approving each credit type (e.g. the Interagency Review Team for wetland credits). The Protocol
Appendices list the agency in charge of each credit type and specifics on how credit generation interacts
with existing review processes, as available.
1. Site Selection & Validation. Validation provides Project Developers with confirmation of what
actions are eligible to generate credits and some technical commentary on project design.
Validation is mandatory for Project Developers. This stage provides a screen to minimize
investment and expenditures on the part of market participants for projects that, for one reason
or another, may not be eligible to generate credits.
2. Credit Calculation. With a basic understanding of the site’s location and potential to generate
ecosystem service credits, Project Developers may choose to conduct a more in-depth analysis of
the site to determine the exact type and number of credits that can be produced through
conservation actions. Project Developers apply quantification methods approved in the ECAS to
estimate ecosystem service provision under the pre-project condition and the anticipated postproject condition, based on conservation designs. In most cases, credits are calculated as the
difference between the pre-project and post-project conditions. In some cases, credit quantity is
based on the post-project condition only.
3. Credit Verification & Certification. To provide assurance to regulators and to the public that
ecosystem benefits are real, all projects undergo independent verification by professional verifiers
accredited by Willamette Partnership, or by the lead agency overseeing a specific credit type.
Verification methodologies may differ depending on the program. Typically, this process confirms
project eligibility, pre-project and post-project calculations, and that the project was implemented
to meet any applicable quality standards. The last stage of verification includes any formal letters
of credit certification or release needed from agencies.
4. Credit Registration & Issuance. Once a project has been verified, a package of information is sent
to an online registry. The package is reviewed for completeness before credits are issued. The
Project Developer must set up an account with the registry provider, to which credits are issued.
Upon issuance, credits become visible to the public and are tracked with a unique serial number.
5. Ongoing Verification, Tracking and Transfer of Credits. Project Developers are required to
conduct regular verification of all credits for the entire crediting period. Ongoing review of
monitoring reports is used to determine if performance standards are being met and to trigger
phased credit releases, where applicable. The transfer or sale of credits mainly involves the
Project Developers and Buyer. Willamette Partnership receives a report of a sale after a
transaction is made and approves movement of credits from one registry account to another.
Willamette Partnership will not generally be involved with any financial transaction between
Buyers and Sellers.
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BUYERS
The Buyers of ecosystem service credits include any public or private entity that chooses to invest in
quantified and verified credits. This may include those with a regulatory obligation to offset the impact
of their actions on natural systems or environmental quality. Buyers might also include entities
interested in voluntarily purchasing a credit to achieve environmental goals including conservation,
corporate sustainability or the mitigation of environmental or regulatory risks. The following steps
outline the process that a Buyer would follow to purchase ecosystem service credits from a conservation
or restoration project.
1. Develop Investment Goals and Strategy. Buyers invest in ecosystem credits for a variety of
reasons. Determining the investment goals and strategies will help a Buyer decide what types of
credits to purchase and what process needs to be followed to make that purchase.
2. Determine Ability to Trade. In most cases, regulatory Buyers of compliance-grade credits need
formal approval from the relevant agencies to pursue partial or full compliance with their permit
requirements through the trading of credits.
3. Determine Credit Quantity. Voluntary Buyers determine their desired credit quantity based on
their investment strategy. For regulatory Buyers, the number of credits that the Buyer will be
required to purchase may come directly from the lead agency or it may rely on the amount of
impact that the Buyer is responsible to offset. For impacts covered by Version 2.0 of the
Protocol, the process of calculation and verification of impacts is the same as for Project
Developers.
4. Negotiate and Finalize Credit Purchase. The price, terms, and conditions are all set and agreed
upon by the Project Developer and Buyer.
5. Ongoing Verification, Tracking and Transfer of Credits. Credits are stored in an online and
publicly accessible registry. Buyers may choose to set up an account on the registry, transfer
credits directly into the account of the relevant agency to meet regulatory obligations, or, if
credits are being retired, Buyers may choose to transfer them directly into Willamette
Partnership’s account.

ECOSYSTEM CREDIT ACCOUNTING SYSTEM TOOLS
Version 2.0 of the Protocol is automated wherever possible. This automation occurs through the use of
web-based applications that transfer data entered by market participants to Willamette Partnership and
provide a centralized location to store documents necessary for the credit issuance process. The Buyers
and Sellers of credits will most likely interact with three major web-based tools supported by Willamette
Partnership:
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1. The Ecosystem Crediting Platform4 automates workflow associated with the credit issuance
process. Project Developers will use the Ecosystem Crediting Platform to access guidance
documents and credit calculators, and to submit forms or other required documentation
associated with the steps below.
2. Credit calculators5 are used by Buyers and Sellers to calculate credits for ecosystem
improvements and or quantify ecosystem impacts.
3. Markit Environmental Registry6 provides the registry services to assign unique serial numbers
to credits and track movement of credits and debits. Using Markit enables Willamette
Partnership to provide full accountability and transparency in the issuance and tracking of
credits.
The level of automation and integration between web-based tools is expected to increase over time,
improving overall program efficiency.

TRAINING & TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE
Despite automation and effort to create a practical system that various parties with different types of
expertise can use, market participants will require some level of training and orientation prior to using
this Protocol. Training classes, organized by Willamette Partnership, are offered annually or can be
scheduled on demand to accommodate new users of the system. Custom webinars and other training
sessions can be created to match the content, delivery, and depth of training to audience needs. Visit
the Willamette Partnership’s webpage5 or contact us at info@willamettepartnership.org to inquire
about our training program or custom sessions.
Willamette Partnership will provide technical assistance to Buyers, Sellers, and regulatory agencies
encountering difficulties with the use of Version 2.0 of the Protocol.

4

See www.willamettepartnership.ecosystemcredits.org
Credit calculators approved or otherwise supported by Willamette Partnership are available at:
http://willamettepartnership.org/ecosystem-credit-accounting
6 See www.markitenvironmental.com
5
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SECTION 2: GENERATING ECOSYSTEM CREDITS
This section describes the process of turning conservation or restoration actions into verified and
certified credits. It begins by selecting a site and determining eligibility to generate credits, followed by
estimating credits from anticipated actions, and verifying that the credit-generating project is additional,
suitable, sustainable, and has been implemented to meet quality standards. Credits are then issued,
tracked over time, and transferred between Buyers and Sellers. Figure 2.0.1 below depicts the steps of
credit generation and the different participants that may be engaged at each step.
Figure 2.0.1 Overview of Credit Generation Process

2-1 SELECT & VALIDATE PROJECT SITE

In this step, the Project Developer identifies a project site that is likely to produce ecosystem benefits
and validates the site to confirm that credits can be quantified and tracked through the Ecosystem
Credit Accounting System.

SELECT SITE, CREDIT TYPES, & CONSERVATION ACTIONS
Site selection is important. A Project Developer needs to think about the ecological needs of the
watershed, the likelihood a project will deliver environmental benefits, and the potential costs and
challenges that the Project Developer may encounter during project implementation. Technical Service
Providers can help navigate all of these considerations, building an eligible project that is likely to
succeed.
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Supported Credit Types & Eligible Conservation Actions
Credits that can be generated under Version 2.0 of the Protocol were selected based on available
quantification methods, current and projected demand, and to allow for a more comprehensive
approach to restoration. Credit types and their tradable units are shown in Table 2.1.1 below.
Table 2.1.1 Credit Types and Tradable Units

CREDIT CATEGORIES
WATER QUALITY

AQUATIC HABITAT

UPLAND HABITAT

CURRENCIES
Nitrogen
Phosphorus
Thermal
Floodplain habitat
Salmon habitat
Wetland habitat
Oak woodland habitat
Sagebrush/Sage-grouse habitat
Upland prairie/Fender’s blue butterfly habitat

TRADABLE UNITS
Pounds per year
Pounds per year
Kilocalories per day
Functional acres
Functional linear feet
Functional acres
Functional acres
Functional acres
Functional acres

The near-term priorities for additional credit type development include:



Generalized stream habitat (functional linear foot) – anticipated 2014
Fish passage

Each credit type has a discrete list of conservation actions eligible under the Protocol to generate
credits. For example, thermal credits may be generated through the restoration of native riparian
forests. A full list of eligible conservation actions for each credit type can be found in the corresponding
Protocol Appendix. Eligible conservation actions were determined based on those most relevant for
resource conservation and those with available quantification methodologies. The lists of eligible actions
may be expanded in the future using Willamette Partnership’s process for reviewing and approving new
and project-specific quantification methods. For example, augmentation of stream flow could become
available as an eligible action for producing thermal credits in 2014 if the associated quantification
method and crediting and verification protocols are completed and approved.

DETERMINE ELIGIBILITY WITH THE VALIDATION CHECKLIST
With a potential site selected, the Project Developer downloads the Validation Checklist form from the
homepage of the Ecosystem Crediting Platform.7 The Validation Checklist is used to screen a site’s
eligibility to generate and sell credits. It confirms basic information related to ownership, stewardship,
and land protection; and records the proposed conservation actions, project timeline, and location of a
project site.
The Project Developer may complete the Validation Checklist themselves using an initial concept or
design of the conservation project. If Project Developers need assistance with the Validation Checklist,

7

See http://willamettepartnership.ecosystemcredits.org/
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they can contact the Willamette Partnership who can help or refer the Project Developer to a qualified
consultant.
Validation Criteria
Projects that seek to generate credits must designate a service area (or trading area) where a project is
eligible to generate credits. They must also meet criteria for additionality, suitability, and sustainability.
These criteria, described in detail below, are designed to exclude overly-risky or ecologically
inappropriate projects and ensure that all state and federal regulations are met before Buyers can
access credits to be used for mitigation.

Additionality (Going Above & Beyond)
The additionality requirement ensures credits are awarded for doing more than what would have
occurred without a market mechanism in place. All issued credits must result from conservation actions
that are: 1) above and beyond any regulatory thresholds for compliance (e.g. forest practice rules,
agricultural water quality requirements, or municipal natural resource protections), 2) above and
beyond business as usual (e.g. the typical project or program operations of an organization, actions that
represent sufficient cost savings to incentivize implementation without trading), and 3) above and
beyond any contractual obligations (e.g. actions required by a lease or conservation easement).
Consistency with regulatory thresholds and business as usual are determined based on questions
answered in the Validation Checklist. The landowner or land manager typically submits a legal
attestation that there are no conflicting contractual obligations to address this this requirement.
Markets focused on restoration generally do not provide strong incentives for preserving high quality
habitat and may result in a perverse incentive to allow degradation of natural resources just to receive
credit for restoring them soon after. To counteract this shortcoming, credits cannot be generated under
this Protocol if the actions of the current landowner have resulted in significant, intentional impacts to
the resource of concern within the last 10 years. For example, a riparian forest restoration project would
be ineligible to sell thermal or salmon habitat credits if any portion of a pre-existing riparian forest had
been removed in the last 10 years by the same landowner. If property ownership changes hands from
the landowner8 conducting the development action to a new landowner, the second landowner would
be eligible to sell credits.

Additionality (Use of Public Funds Dedicated to Conservation)
Frequently, public funds dedicated to conservation are used to finance some or all of a project.
Willamette Partnership supports collaboration with these conservation programs when greater
ecological benefits can be gained but restricts the eligibility to generate credits from such funding
sources. Public funds dedicated to conservation can be used to meet regulatory thresholds for
compliance or other baseline requirements, but cannot be used to fund credits that will be used in a
mitigation program.

The landowner includes, “the wife, husband, son, daughter, mother, father, brother, brother-in-law, sister, sister-in-law, son-inlaw, daughter-in-law, mother-in-law, father-in-law, aunt, uncle, niece, nephew, stepparent, stepchild, grandparent or grandchild
of the owner or a business entity owned by any one or combination of these family members.” See ORS 215.205 (6) and applies
to the development of “lots of record.”
8
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For the purposes of the ECAS, public funds dedicated to
conservation include those targeted to support voluntary
Cost Share for Voluntary Credits
natural resource protection and/or restoration with a
Public funding dedicated to
primary purpose of achieving a net ecological benefit
conservation may not be used to
through creating, restoring, enhancing, or preserving
9
generate credits for mitigation
habitats. Some examples include Farm Bill Conservation
or offset purposes but may be
Title cost share and easement programs, EPA 319 funds, U.S.
used to generate voluntary
Fish and Wildlife Service Partners for Wildlife Program, state
credits.
wildlife grants, and other sources. Public loans intended to
be used for capital improvements of public water systems
(e.g., State Clean Water Revolving Funds and USDA Rural Development funds), and utility stormwater
and surface water management fees are not public funds dedicated to conservation.
For projects with multiple funding sources, the portion of credits that can be sold as regulatory offsets is
equal to the proportion of funding that did not originate from public conservation sources (e.g., if 40%
of funding is private, 40% of the generated credits can be sold).

Suitability (Minimum Quality Standards)
Project Developers will need to meet some minimum standards for ensuring credit quality. The time and
investments required to create, verify, and register credits is significant. Quality standards help save
time and money by encouraging good reference site selection and project design prior to making these
investments.
For example, restoration project design must be based on ecological conditions at an appropriate
reference site or on professional judgment where it can be shown that a reference site is not available.
Project Developers must provide an account of how the reference site conditions were used to inform
project design. Reference sites may be selected through a methodology approved by Willamette
Partnership; this includes criteria published by Oregon Department of Environmental Quality.10
For any conservation action that includes planting as a component, that planting must consist of locallysourced native species to the extent available. Planting must consist of suitable species diversity,
maturity, and density based on reference conditions and to achieve project performance targets.
Each eligible action may have additional quality standards, as noted in the Protocol Appendices. An
understanding of and intention to meet quality standards are evaluated through questions in the

9

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, National Marine Fisheries Service, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers, Oregon Department of State Lands, Oregon Watershed Enhancement Board, Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife,
Oregon Interagency Recommendations: Public Funds to Restore, Enhance, and Protect Wetland and At-Risk, Threatened and
Endangered Species Habitats: Appropriate Uses of These Funds in Species and Wetland Mitigation Projects (2008), available at
http://www.fws.gov/oregonfwo/LandAndWater/Documents/PublicFunding-final.pdf
10

Oregon Department of Environmental Quality Laboratory Division. Reference Site Selection: A Six Step Approach for
Selecting Reference Sites for Biomonitoring and Stream Evaluation Studies. 1999. Available at:
http://www.deq.state.or.us/lab/techrpts/docs/Bio010.pdf
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Validation Checklist and the Project Design. A Project Design template is available on the Willamette
Partnership website.11

Sustainability (Project Protection & Crediting Period)
To sell credits, the Project Developer must obtain an agreement to protect credit-generating activities at
the project site. These Project Protection Agreements, which may include leases, contracts, easements,
or other agreements, are typically required to run with the land to ensure the project will not be
affected if ownership changes.
Project Protection Agreements must also cover the entire crediting period. The crediting period,
sometimes called the “credit life” or “life of the credit,” generally begins when the conservation action is
implemented. For compliance-grade credits, the duration of the credit life is generally tied to the
duration of the impacts being mitigated. Credits for permanent impacts (e.g., wetland removal and fill or
species take) require permanent project protection. Currencies tied to temporary impacts (e.g., waste
water discharge) require protection that ranges from 5 to 20 years depending on the conservation
action and credit type. Long-term agreements that run with the land are preferable to short-term
contracts, but requiring permanent easements is a significant barrier to entry for landowners thinking of
entering markets and is not required for temporary impacts (e.g., air or water pollution).
Crediting periods of 20 years are used when credits take time to mature or when structural
improvements are needed to generate credits. For example, the crediting period for thermal credits
from riparian forest restoration is 20 years because restoring a riparian forest is time and labor intensive
and will take years to develop sufficient canopy cover. Nutrient credits generated by installing fences for
animal exclusion also have a 20-year crediting period. The minimum crediting period is 5 years for
actions that can be quickly implemented and provide immediate benefit, such as changing on farm
practices. The crediting period for each eligible action is detailed in the Protocol Appendices.

Sustainability (Stewardship)
A Stewardship Plan is required before any
credits can be released. That plan needs to
identify the party responsible for stewardship
and include: anticipated stewardship activities,
endowment or other funds to be set aside
based on an estimate for project maintenance
and monitoring, and documentation of how
funds will be managed (type of account,
acceptable uses, etc.). Stewardship funds may
be contributed as a lump sum or, at the
discretion of the regulator or program/market
administrator, be contributed through regular
payments defined by time or coinciding with the
sale of credits. Long-term stewards must be

Sustainability for Voluntary Credits
Stewardship is important for voluntary credits
too. Project protection agreements and a
stewardship plan are still required, but there is
no requirement to set aside an endowment.
Instead, Project Developers of voluntary
credits need to demonstrate stewardship costs
and their plans for providing those funds to
cover project maintenance for the life of the
credit.

11

Willamette Partnership. Protocols, Tools, and Templates. willamettepartnership.org. Retrieved November 5, 2013. From
http://willamettepartnership.org/tools-templates/tools-and-templates-1
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able to account for expenses and endowment gains/losses for reports to and audits from agencies and
other parties.
Stewardship funds for credits mitigating permanent impacts should cover the full cost of stewardship,
and the amount set as an endowment.12 The liability of long-term stewards for performance of
mitigation projects is limited to the conduct of the activities outlined in the long-term management
plan. In the case a steward fails to conduct these activities, agencies and/or bankers may require the
return of any remaining endowment funds, land rights, or other stewardship responsibilities.
Project stewardship requirements also include a commitment to monitoring over the life of the credit,
documented in a Monitoring Plan. The Monitoring Plan should include a description and references for
how, where, and when qualitative and quantitative monitoring will be conducted. At a minimum,
monitoring should include those data that will show progress toward any performance standards.
Additional agency monitoring requirements may apply, as outlined in the Protocol Appendices. A
Stewardship and Monitoring Plan Template is available on the Willamette Partnership website.13

Service or Trading Areas
Ecological systems have boundaries, and these boundaries make ecosystem markets fundamentally
different from a typical market. For traditional goods, the location of the Buyer and Seller is often
irrelevant. For ecosystem markets, geography, climate, system connectivity, and regulatory precedent
are used to determine where credits can be exchanged.
The service area (or trading area) is the geographic region relevant for tracking ecosystem improvement.
For example, the eco-region (as defined by The Nature Conservancy14) is the default size of the service
area for upland habitat. For water quality, the default service area is the watershed area defined in the
Total Maximum Daily Load (TMDL) or other regulatory instrument. Aquatic habitat types typically use
the 4-th field hydrologic unit15 or watershed as their service area. For compliance-grade credits, this is
the area in which a credit can be used to offset an impact. These defaults are used unless a compelling
case can be made by any party to expand or constrict the size. Information about the trading or service
area for each credit type is provided in the Protocol Appendices.

OPEN AN ACCOUNT & BEGIN A PROJECT ON ECOSYSTEM CREDITING PLATFORM
If, after reviewing eligibility criteria and completing the Validation Checklist, the Project Developer
believes the project to be eligible, they should contact Willamette Partnership to open an account on
the Ecosystem Crediting Platform (ECP). The ECP provides easy access to the guidance documents and

12

Endowments should be adjusted for inflation and managed such that investing and spending will be at a rate that will preserve
the purchasing power of the principal over the long term, as defined by each state’s adopted Uniform Prudent Management of
Institutional Funds Act (UPMIFA) and associated policies of the Financial Accounting Standards Board on the Classification of
Donor-restricted Endowment Funds Subject to UPMIFA (ASC 958-605-45-28) and Net Appreciation (Net Gains) of Endowment
Funds (ASC 958-210-45-16 and 45-17) .
13 Willamette Partnership. Protocols, Tools, and Templates. willamettepartnership.org. Retrieved November 5, 2013. From
http://willamettepartnership.org/tools-templates/tools-and-templates-1
14 Ecoregional boundaries available at: http://gis.tnc.org/data/MapbookWebsite/map_page.php?map_id=9
15 The hydrologic unit system is used to classify geographic areas by watersheds and subwatersheds, as defined by the U.S.
Geologic Service. See http://water.usgs.gov/GIS/huc.html
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acts as a centralized way to exchange and store documents related to credit generation. Much of the
guidance encapsulated in this Protocol is also available on the ECP.
After opening an account, the Project Developer will begin a new project by entering general
information about the project in the “Project Information” tab.

VALIDATION
Once the project information tab has been completed, the Project Developer can upload the Validation
Checklist and supporting documents to the ECP and submit them for validation. The following
documents are required for Validation:
Regulatory Agency Role in Validation
 Signed Validation Checklist
 Project Design demonstrating quality standards,
It is important to consult with the lead
including Project Map
agency for relevant currencies early in
 Proof of ownership
the credit generation process. For
 Proof of rights to credits16
projects requiring approval by the
Interagency Review Team (e.g. wetlands
Once the Validation Checklist and associated
habitat), Validation corresponds with the
documentation have been submitted to Willamette
pre-prospectus meetings. The Validation
Partnership, they will be reviewed for completeness
Notice will occur in parallel with a
and compliance with the validation criteria stated
completed prospectus and public notice.
above by the validation lead for the relevant credit
type(s), as identified in the relevant Protocol
Appendices. The validation lead is either the lead permitting agency for the resource that credit type
represents or Willamette Partnership. For example, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (Army Corps of
Engineers) and Oregon Department of State Lands are co-lead validators for wetland credits in Oregon.
The Oregon Department of Environmental Quality has not yet committed to performing lead validator
responsibilities but will accept water quality currencies validated by Willamette Partnership.
If all validation criteria are met, Willamette Partnership will coordinate approval from validation leads
and issue a Notice of Validation to the Project Developer. The Notice of Validation is a statement that
the project will be eligible to generate credits if all information provided is accurate and complete. It is
not confirmation of the quantity of credits issued. All information and documentation provided in
Validation will be reviewed in greater depth during Verification. If criteria are not met, Willamette
Partnership will provide reasons why the project may not be eligible.
TABLE 2.1.2 TOOLS, DOCUMENTS, & TEMPLATES FOR CREDIT CALCULATION
GUIDANCE, TOOLS, & TEMPLATES

SUBMITTED DOCUMENTS

Validation Checklist






METHOD OF SUBMISSION

PRODUCTS

ECP: Project
Information tab

Notice of
Validation

Signed Validation Checklist
Project Design demonstrating
quality standards, Project Map
Proof of ownership
Proof of rights to credits

16

A draft version of proof of rights to credits documentation is acceptable at Validation. A final version is required for
verification.
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2-2 CALCULATE CREDITS

Credits are calculated by using approved
Regulatory Agency Role in Calculation
quantification methods, shown in Figure 2.2.1, to
assess the ecosystem function of pre-project and
Quantification methods in the Ecosystem
post-project conditions. Assessment of pre-project
Credit Accounting System have been
conditions can be conducted any time before credit
vetted and approved by relevant
generating project actions begin. Post-project
regulatory agencies. It is still advised to
conditions are projected and require design
check with agency contacts to be sure
documents for accurate estimates. Applying the
that calculations are completed using the
Protocol and its approved quantification methods
correct method and version.
will require some training, which is offered by
Willamette Partnership. Depending on the types of
credits being generated, experience in wetland and habitat assessment, plant identification, and/or use
of spatial data may be needed. Willamette Partnership provides datasheets, a field guide, user’s guide,
and web-enabled tools to make credit calculation as easy as possible.
Additional information on the tools and the appropriate versions to use for each credit type can be
found in the Protocol Appendices and on Willamette Partnership’s website.17
Figure 2.2.1 Quantification Methods

17

See http://willamettepartnership.org/ecosystem-credit-accounting
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Quantification methods in the ECAS were developed by technical experts, reviewed by subject matter
stakeholders, field tested, and submitted for approval to the Counting on the Environment Coordinating
Team. The process through which the quantification methods are developed and vetted is discussed
further in Section 4.

DEFINE & SUBMIT PRE-PROJECT ASSESSMENT
The Project Developer follows the process defined in ECP to define the project boundary and assess the
pre-project condition of the project area. The pre-project condition describes the state of the project
site from which a conservation action improves function or from which an impact degrades it. The
following describes the process to define pre-project conditions. More information specific to each
credit type is available in the Protocol Appendices. ECP and related tools provide additional guidance
and instructions.
Define Project Boundary & Map Unit
Project Developers make two types of essential geographic determinations when using the Protocol. The
first determination sets the location of the entire area from which the Project Developer will seek to
generate credits; this is referred to as the project boundary. Within the project boundary, the Project
Developer establishes map units, which are sections of a property delineated by common land cover
types, habitat structure, and habitat elements.
The project boundary and map units are delineated using the mapping tools in ECP and are represented
as polygons on a satellite image. These boundaries are first set through the interpretation of satellite
images on the ECP and then confirmed or adjusted on the ground. A single project site will have as many
map units as it has diversity in habitat types.
Gather Data
Project Developers will conduct a functional assessment to apply a quantification method and calculate
a functional score for habitat or ecosystem quality. Functional assessments use data on general location,
habitat type and a variety of biotic and abiotic indicators. See the quantification method manuals for
guidance on data collection needs and standards.
Typically, creating the pre-project data set has two phases. The first phase occurs in the office through
the collection of aerial images, spatial data, information from existing databases, and any additional
data requirements, as identified in the Protocol Appendices. The second phase occurs in the field. Field
data collection is used to confirm conditions represented in aerial photographs and gather additional
information on the site, as needed. Where available, field datasheets are provided for each
quantification method for the Project Developer or Technical Service Provider to download and print.
Figure 2.2.2 Project Boundary and Map Units shows the overall project boundary (outside white line) as
well as the map units (polygons within the project boundary). By using this map unit approach, the
Protocol is be able to support and calculate credits from multiple currencies on project sites with more
than one habitat type.
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Figure 2.2.2. Project Boundary and Map Units

During field data collection, the pre-project condition should be documented through the use of an
approved method for photo point monitoring. One acceptable method for photo documentation
practices may be found in Oregon Watershed Enhancement Board’s 2007 Guide to Photo Point
Monitoring.18 Additionally, if present, information can be noted relating to existing conservation efforts
or opportunities, current management activities, and observations on wildlife activities.
The pre-project data set is entered into a credit calculator. Credit calculators are either an Excel
spreadsheet or website with embedded equations that translate indicators into functional scores that
represent how well an ecosystem is functioning.
Submit & Confirm Completeness of Pre-Project Assessment
The Project Developer or Technical Service Provider submits the project pre-project information and
calculator through ECP. Once submitted, the pre-project information cannot be altered by the Project
Developer without Willamette Partnership’s assistance.
If all the documentation and calculations are in order, the Project Developer is invited to proceed with
project design calculations. Upon request, Willamette Partnership can review the pre-project
information to confirm all calculations are complete and consistent with relevant regulatory guidance. If
inconsistencies are identified, Willamette Partnership will communicate issues to the Project Developer
and request modifications. Approval is not required at this phase, but is provided as an option to reduce
uncertainty for Project Developers around the quantity of credits that they will be able to generate,
which in some cases, can be greatly affected by calculations completed for the pre-project condition.

18

Schaff, Reiher, and Campbell. (2007). OWEB Guide to Photo Point Monitoring. Available at:
http://cms.oregon.egov.com/OWEB/docs/pubs/PhotoPoint_Monitoring_Doc_July2007.pdf
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DEFINE & SUBMIT PROJECT DESIGN INFORMATION
The Project Developer or Technical Service Provider can develop multiple design scenarios to test the
amount of credits generated from different design options. The following describes the process to
define and calculate credits from a project design.
Delineate Project & Map Unit Boundaries
The project design boundary should be the same as the pre-project boundary. Project Developers
should contact Willamette Partnership if, through the design process, this boundary must change. Such
a change would necessitate the re-submittal of pre-project conditions to ensure that proper
comparisons are made when generating a credit estimate.
Map units within a project may change from those set in the pre-project as modifications to existing
conditions alter habitat or create new natural features that must be recorded. For more information,
Project Developers or Technical Service Providers should reference the quantification method manuals
and field datasheets available for download from ECP and referenced in Appendix A.
Generate & Upload Credit Estimates
The Project Developer or Technical Service Provider completes a functional assessment for the projected
pre- and post-project condition based on project design documents that outline the area, scope, and
activities to be completed. The post-project data set is developed to reflect the site condition and
ecosystem function projected at project maturity. For example, the post-project condition for riparian
restoration projects is when the planted vegetation matures to its full anticipated height and canopy
cover. These data sets are entered into the credit calculator to get a new, future functional score. That
score and the calculator are then uploaded on ECP under the Project Design Data portion of the Project
Design Tab.
Most credits are equal to the change in ecological function from pre-project to post-project conditions.
The ECP subtracts the function score for the pre-project condition from that of the projected postproject future condition to get a measure of ecosystem change. In some cases, indicated in the Protocol
Appendices, credit quantity is awarded based on only the post-project condition to incentivize the
preservation of existing high-quality parcels.
Trading Ratios, Reserve Pool Contributions, & Priority Status
Trading ratios can be used to account for risk of project failure, uncertainty in the accuracy of
quantification methods, time differences between project completion and functional maturity, and to
ensure environmental gains. They either increase the amount of credits a Buyer needs to buy or
decrease the amount of credits a Seller can sell.
The ECAS Approach to Trading Ratios and Reserve Pool Contributions described below is
recommended by Willamette Partnership as a way to incentivize offsetting impacts before they occur
and getting work done where it is most needed. This approach is the default for all credit types;
however trading ratios may vary on a program by program basis, subject to approval by the lead agency.
For example, Oregon DEQ uses a standard 2:1 trading ratio for Buyers of thermal credits to account for
the uncertainty associated with modeled credit estimates and the time lag between project
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implementation and full functional performance. Deviations from the ECAS Approach are noted in the
relevant Protocol Appendix.
ECAS Approach to Trading Ratios & Reserve Pool Contributions
The ECAS approach uses trading ratios for both Buyers and Sellers to populate a Reserve Pool, which is a
pool of issued credits, managed by Willamette Partnership, intended to cover risks in the market.
For Sellers, if the project in a high priority area,
Table 2.2.1. Sellers's Contributions to the Reserve
no contribution to the Reserve Pool is needed
Pool
and therefore, no trading ratio is applied. If the
project is not in a high priority area, a Seller
PROJECT IN A HIGH PRIORITY AREA?
must allocate an additional 25% of the credits
NO
YES
to the Reserve Pool. This is shown in Table
2.2.1. Sellers's Contributions to the Reserve
+25%
0
Pool. Priority areas are determined slightly
differently for each credit type and each geographic region in which the Protocol is applied, as identified
in the Protocol Appendices. Priority areas are used to determine Reserve Pool contributions in order to
target investment in the most important areas and encourage strategic concentrations of investment.
Exceptions can be made to the priority locations on a case-by-case basis with justification of how the
ecological features and context of the site relates to local, state, and/or ecoregional priorities. Periodic
adjustments will be made to priority area designations through the program management system
described in Section 4.
Under this approach, an average trade would receive a 2:1 ratio using acres, no trade would be allowed
to go below a 1:1 floor, and that in only rare instances would a trade go above a 3:1 ceiling for Reserve
Pool contributions.
Buyers are also subject to trading ratios and contributions to the Reserve Pool, described in Section 3-3.
Set Accounting Units
The Project Developer or Technical Service Provider groups map units and their associated credits into
larger accounting units on ECP. Only map units that are contiguous may be combined into the same
accounting unit. Credits in the same accounting unit will be linked for accounting purposes, meaning
that the sale or transfer of credits (Section 2-5) from one credit type will result in the proportional
reduction of credits from all other currencies in that accounting unit. For example, as shown in Figure
2.2.3: Use of Credit Accounting Areas, in an accounting unit containing 1.44 wetland credits (functional
acres), 622 salmon habitat credits (functional linear feet) and 2.6 million thermal credits (kcals/day), the
sale of 311 salmon credits, which represents 50% of the available credits, results in a 50% reduction of
available wetland and thermal credits.
Credits from geographically distinct areas can be tracked in different accounting units and are not
linked, which means that a Project Developer can sell credits from multiple currencies from the same
project without any proportional reductions so long as they are in different accounting units. This
creates more flexibility for Project Developers when selling multiple credits.
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Determine Project Duration & Credit Release Schedule
The Project Developer follows guidance in Section 2-1 (Sustainability) and the Protocol Appendices to
determine the appropriate project start date, duration and credit release schedule, which defines the
fraction of credits released at different project stages. Some currencies, including wetlands, release
credits over time as they meet performance standards. Thermal credits are all released after the project
has been implemented and verified. ECP and the credit registry (Section 2-5) track which credits have
been released over time.
Figure 2.2.3. Use of Credit Accounting Areas

Submit Design to Administrator for Pre-Approval (optional)
The Project Developer may submit initial credit estimates and other relevant information included in this
step to Willamette Partnership for pre-approval and assurance that the credit calculators are correct
given design assumptions. If appropriate and requested by the Project Developer, regulatory entities
may also be involved in this pre-approval check to confirm the project meets any special requirements
necessary for regulatory approval. This optional step provides the Project Developer with an indication
of the amount of credits expected from the project if the conservation practices are implemented as
designed.

IMPLEMENT PROJECT, REFINE CALCULATIONS, & SUBMIT
The Project Developer implements the project’s credit generating activities and either confirms that the
project was completed consistent with the submitted project design documents or includes a new
project design scenario that accurately reflects project condition as implemented. This is referred to as
the as-built conditions.
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Submit As-Built Project Calculations
The Project Developer submits the final credit estimate and other relevant information reflective of asbuilt conditions to Willamette Partnership through ECP.
TABLE 2.2.2 TOOLS, DOCUMENTS, & TEMPLATES FOR CREDIT CALCULATION
GUIDANCE, TOOLS, & TEMPLATES

SUBMITTED DOCUMENTS

METHOD OF SUBMISSION

PRODUCTS



None, documentation of
credit calculation is typically
required at verification

ECP: Project design
data portion of the
Project Design tab

Credit Calculation




Quantification Method
Manual
Data Collection Protocol
Field Data Sheets

2-3 VERIFY & CERTIFY CREDITS

All projects require verification. Verification is an
independent, expert check on the credit estimate
provided by the Project Developer. The purpose of
verification is to provide confidence to all program
participants that credit calculations are a faithful,
true, and fair account – free of material
misstatement and conforming to credit generation
and accounting standards.
The ECAS requires independent verification of
projects by third parties. Third parties include both
the lead agencies overseeing regulated markets and
individuals accredited by Willamette Partnership to
verify credits.

Regulatory Agency Role in Verification
All lead agencies for all credit types
reserve the right to verify either the
impacts or credits created by a project.
For some currencies, agencies will use
the verification reports submitted by
third parties to determine whether they
need to exercise this right. For others,
agencies will act as the lead verifiers and
submit those reports to Willamette
Partnership prior to registration.

SUBMIT FOR VERIFICATION
In order to initiate Verification, the Project Developer must have uploaded final versions of all required
documents to ECP and contacted Willamette Partnership. Documents required for Verification include:






Proof of Ownership
Proof of Rights to Credits
Project Protection Agreements
Project Design reflecting as-built conditions
Photo point documentation of pre-project conditions
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Credit Calculation (additional detail in the Protocol Appendices)
o Pre-project data and maps
o As-built data and maps
o Credit calculation
Project Stewardship and Monitoring Plan
Service Area Map

The Project Developer will then enter into a contract with Willamette Partnership for verification
services. A sample contract is available upon request from the Willamette Partnership. Verification may
cover all credit releases for an entire project or a single release of a multi-release project (if credits are
released incrementally with set milestones).

SELECT VERIFIER
Upon receiving complete documentation
from a Project Developer and a finalized
contract for verification services (or during
every fifth year for existing projects),
Willamette Partnership assigns an
accredited third-party verifier to perform a
full verification. Willamette Partnership
may conduct verification if no accredited
third-parties are available.
A Verifier is an individual that has
demonstrated their ability to professionally
assess a specific type of credit without
conflicts of interest, as defined in the
Conflict of Interest Code.19 Verifiers must be
accredited by Willamette Partnership or be
the lead agency overseeing a credit type
before they are eligible to conduct
verification activities.

Becoming an Accredited Verifier
Willamette Partnership accredits Verifiers to review one
or more types of credits for one or two year renewable
periods. Verifiers act as subcontractors to Willamette
Partnership. Verifiers bear no liability for project
implementation or project performance. Willamette
Partnership will release a Request for Applications
annually or as needed to allow interested verifiers to
apply for accreditation. Interested verifiers must
complete the following steps:
1.
2.

3.

Attend a Verification Training Session
Keep Willamette Partnership informed of any
changes affecting the accreditation
(e.g. ,potential conflicts of interest)
Participate in a refresher course held by
Willamette Partnership at least biannually

The independence of verification is important. Verifiers acting on behalf of Willamette Partnership must
work in a credible, independent, nondiscriminatory, and transparent manner, complying with applicable
state and federal laws. This includes disclosing any pre-existing relationships between themselves and
the Project Developer or Buyer. Verifiers must provide a completed Conflict of Interest Form to
Willamette Partnership before verification activities can proceed. As an added protection, a Verifier can
only provide verification services to a Project Developer for a period up to five years. If a Verifier violates
any of these conditions, Willamette Partnership, at its discretion, may disqualify an accredited Verifier
for a period of up to five years.

19

Willamette Partnership. Protocols, Tools, and Templates. willamettepartnership.org. Retrieved November 5, 2013. From
http://willamettepartnership.org/tools-templates/tools-and-templates-1
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VERIFY PROJECT & CALCULATE CREDITS
The appropriate agency or accredited Verifier will confirm that:
1. The Protocol is followed accurately
and completely.
2. Appropriate documentation is in
place (e.g. land protection or
management agreements).
3. The amount of ecosystem credit
estimated for a project is
appropriate and consistent with
actual on the ground conditions.

Dispute Resolution Process
The following structure is provided to settle
disagreements that may occur between a Project
Developer, verifier, investor, agency, and/or
administrator.
 First attempt to resolve the dispute through direct
conversation.
 Second, engage the administrator or agency staff to
facilitate resolution.
 Third, engage Willamette partnership’s Dispute
Resolution Committee

Typically, the Project Developer’s credit
estimate must be found to be free of
material misstatements and be within 15%
of information proposed by the Project
Developer. The 15% standard is meant to capture inherent uncertainty involved in field data collection
and variation stemming from sampling and calculation differences. The exact value may vary depending
on the program or quantification method.
If a Verifier’s estimate is within the required level of accuracy, the original Credit Estimate is used to
determine credit quantities. If not, the Verifier and the Project Developer can either A) agree on the
revised quantities recommended by the Verifier or, B) refer the issue to Willamette Partnership’s
Dispute Resolution Process.20
Submit Verification Report
Once successful verification is complete, the Verifier submits their Verification Report to Willamette
Partnership. The Verification Report contains a summary of verification activities, an opinion on the
credit estimates, and a log of activities and findings.
TABLE 2.3.1 TOOLS, DOCUMENTS, & TEMPLATES FOR CREDIT VERIFICATION
GUIDANCE, TOOLS, & TEMPLATES

SUBMITTED DOCUMENTS

METHOD OF SUBMISSION

PRODUCTS







ECP: Credit calculation
files are uploaded in the
Project Design Data
section of the Project
Design tab. All other
documents are uploaded
to the Project
Information tab

Verification Report



Stewardship and
Monitoring Plan
Template
Sample Contract for
Verification





Proof of Ownership
Proof of Rights to Credits
Project Protection
Agreements
Photo point documentation of
pre-project conditions
As-built project design
Credit Calculation

20

Any disputes with regulatory agency decisions may be addressed through the dispute resolution process; however, the
regulatory agency holds the final authority over regulatory decisions.
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Pre-project maps and data
As-built maps and data
Credit Calculation
Project Stewardship and
Monitoring Plan
Service Area Map

PROJECT CERTIFICATION
During Certification, Willamette Partnership and regulatory agencies (as necessary) perform a final
review of verified credit estimates and all project documentation. Willamette Partnership coordinates
this process and notifies Project Developers when certification is complete. Most compliance credit
types will need an agency certification before credits can be issued. Any disputes with regulatory agency
decisions may be addressed through the dispute resolution process; however, the regulatory agency
holds the final authority over regulatory decisions.
TABLE 2.3.2 TOOLS, DOCUMENTS, & TEMPLATES FOR CREDIT CERTIFICATION
GUIDANCE, TOOLS, & TEMPLATES

SUBMITTED DOCUMENTS

METHOD OF SUBMISSION

PRODUCTS

None



ECP: Documents
section of Project
Certification tab

Signed Certification
Form

Verification Report

2-4 REGISTER & ISSUE CREDITS

Registration ensures that ecosystem credits from a specific project are transparent and traceable
throughout their entire life. All verified and certified credits generated through the ECAS must be
registered on a web-based, publicly accessible registry.
Some agencies have their own systems for tracking projects. For example, the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers uses the Regulatory and In-lieu fee Bank Information Tracking System (RIBITS). Willamette
Partnership uses Markit Environmental Registry21, which allows all supported currencies to be tracked in
the same place, including those for which no current registration or tracking systems exist.

21

See http://www.markitenvironmental.com
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CREATE A REGISTRY ACCOUNT
The Project Developer sets up an account on Markit Environmental Registry (Registry). After establishing
an account, any number of projects can be registered under the same account or its subaccounts.
Willamette Partnership has pre-purchased rights to several accounts on the registry. Contact Willamette
Partnership for availability and pricing of these
accounts.
Markit Environmental Registry
There are four types of accounts in the Registry:







Willamette Partnership issued a request for
proposals for a registry provider in 2008 and
selected Markit Environmental Registry to
provide registry services. Markit receives project
documentation from Willamette Partnership and
will review it for completeness before issuing
credits.

Project Developer. An organization that
wishes to develop projects that generate
credits. This account type can also transfer
and manage credits.
Buyer/Trader/Broker/Retailer. This type
of account will transfer and manage
credits, but cannot be used to develop projects.
Verifier. Verifiers who have been accredited by Willamette Partnership to verify projects.
Reviewer. The agencies who need to review and certify projects, and for those who have been
asked by the Registry to serve as a project reviewer.

Project Developers are required to open an account. Buyers do not need to open an account if they
choose to have the Project Developer retire credits for conservation benefit, transfer credits into a
subaccount on their behalf, or transfer credits directly into the account of a regulatory agency.
The public has the ability to view most project information on the Registry without opening an account.
Some personal and proprietary project information can remain private at the request of the Project
Developer if documented in accordance with the Confidential Business Information Guidelines.22 Markit
is available to provide assistance on accessing documents on the Registry and related activities.

REGISTER PROJECTS
Projects can be registered as soon as they have completed validation and a credit estimate. The Project
Developer begins a new project, uploads required documentation, and requests project registration.
Documents are reviewed by Registry staff before the project is registered and made visible to the public.
Required documentation for project registration is included in the Protocol Appendices.
The Registry imposes fees to account holders during the project registration process. Please see the
Markit website for current fee structures for registration. Willamette Partnership is committed to
ensuring that registration does not create unnecessary financial burden. Please contact Willamette
Partnership for potential discounted fees.

22

Willamette Partnership. Protocols, Tools, and Templates. willamettepartnership.org. Retrieved November 5, 2013 from
http://willamettepartnership.org/tools-templates/tools-and-templates-1
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ISSUE CREDITS
Credit Issuance can be requested only after Verification and Certification are complete and the required
documents (listed in Protocol Appendices) are uploaded. Registry staff will confirm that all
documentation is complete and the amount of credits registered is correct, and issue the credits. Credits
issued on the registry are assigned unique serial numbers so they can be tracked. All registered projects
will be listed on the Registry website and available for the public to search.
Willamette Partnership is committed to making the ECAS as transparent as possible but also recognizes
the need to maintain individual privacy and preserve the confidentiality of proprietary business
information. Most project documentation will be posted on the Registry and available for public view,
however, some documents or information considered by verifiers and Willamette Partnership in the
credit generation process may be withheld so long as the Project Developer complies with the
Confidential Business Guidelines.
TABLE 2.4.1 TOOLS, DOCUMENTS, & TEMPLATES FOR CREDIT REGISTRATION & ISSUANCE
GUIDANCE, FORMS, & TEMPLATES

SUBMITTED DOCUMENTS

METHOD OF SUBMISSION

PRODUCTS

Appendix A

See Appendix A

Upload to Markit

Issued Credits

2-5 ONGOING VERIFICATION, TRACKING, & TRANSFER OF CREDITS

In order for credits to remain valid, verification activities must continue through the life of the credit.
Once issued, credits can be sold or transferred between accounts on the Registry. The sale or transfer of
each credit is tracked on the Registry, though the terms or payments of any sales are external to the
Registry or Willamette Partnership processes.

ONGOING VERIFICATION & TRACKING
Ongoing verification typically occurs on five-year cycles, as shown in Table 2.5.1 Verification Process,
depending. Verification activities described in Section 2-3 above are considered “full verification.” Full
verification generally occurs at each site in the year the project was implemented (year 0) and every fifth
year thereafter. In the other years (also referred to as interim-years), the Project Developer submits an
annual monitoring report to Willamette Partnership, who will coordinate with the project’s Verifier and
agencies (as necessary), to conduct a streamlined review. Both full verification and interim verification
may occur less frequently, or on a sample of sites, depending on the verification methodology pursued
and pending lead agency approval.
Site visits may be needed if major changes have occurred to conditions on the site, a credit release is
proposed as a result of the monitoring report, or for projects particularly vulnerable to failure in the
initial years of implementation. The Verification Protocol provides additional detail about the
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verification process. The Project Developer is responsible for making sure that the project is verified and
remains valid (unless indicated otherwise).
Maintain & Monitor Project
Depending on the conservation practices implemented, project conditions may change or degrade over
time. The Project Developer is responsible for monitoring project conditions throughout the credit life
and maintaining the project to ensure that on the ground conditions support the ecosystem benefits
consistent with the verified credit estimate.
Table 2.5.1. Verification Process

YEAR 0 ACTIVITIES
Review eligibility
documentation

Confirm ownership and stewardship
Confirm implementation to quality standards
Confirm additionality

Verify credit estimate

Review supporting documentation (pre-project and future conditions
data, credit calculations, model outputs, contracts, etc.)
Confirm pre-project condition (photo point documentation)

Verify project implementation Conduct site visit, confirm implementation is consistent with as-built
project design, credit calculation, and quality standards
Submit verification report
YEAR 1-4 (INTERIM-YEAR)
Verify annual monitoring
reports

COMPLIANCE-GRADE VERIFICATION
Review annual monitoring reports
Conduct site visit if needed

VOLUNTARY CREDIT VERIFICATION
Collect annual monitoring
reports

YEAR 5 (5 YEAR CYCLE)

COMPLIANCE-GRADE VERIFICATION

VOLUNTARY CREDIT VERIFICATION

Full verification of project
performance

Same as year 0
Evaluate project based on performance
criteria

Review monitoring reports
Conduct site visit if needed

Project Liability
For existing markets, liability rules are fairly well established. There are two forms of liability. Regulatory
liability stems from permits or agency enforcement rules. Contract liability is contained in the
agreement between Buyers and Sellers. In most cases, regulatory liability is transferred from Buyers to
Sellers of ecosystem credits. Once an agency approves a Buyer’s mitigation plan, and the Buyer
purchases credits, the Buyer is not responsible for the performance of credit projects. This is not true for
compliance-grade water quality credits, where the Buyers (e.g., point sources holding discharge permits)
remain liable. Where guidelines for liability are available for individual credit types, they are outlined in
the appropriate Protocol Appendix.
If sites transfer from a Project Developer to a long-term steward, liability for performance is removed
from the Project Developer, but covered by the Reserve Pool (for credit types using the ECAS approach
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to trading ratios and the Reserve Pool). The Reserve Pool can be accessed at no charge by the long-term
steward or Market Administrator as a last resort for projects that fail because of force majeure or other
acts beyond control of the Seller, or for project failures that cannot be resolved. Details on accessing the
Reserve can be found in Addenda 2 on Accessing the Reserve Pool upon Force Majeure. In addition,
government or other entities may choose to fund projects that build up available credits in the Reserve.
A performance bond (usually 5-year terms though other terms may be required) or other up-front
financial insurance may be required for some compliance-grade credits (e.g. wetlands habitat) to ensure
the money is available to acquire Reserve Pool credits in cases where a Project Developer goes
bankrupt, or otherwise is unable to cover the costs of accessing the Reserve Pool. A regulatory agency
may waive the performance bond requirement on a case-by-case basis.

SELL, TRANSFER, & RETIRE CREDITS
Project Developers and Buyers connect via the Registry or some other avenue. The price, terms, and
conditions are all set by the Seller and Buyer and are completed external to any of the Registry or
Administrator processes. The only exception to this are the costs associated with ongoing verification
and certification.
Once an agreement to transfer or sell credits is reached, the Project Developer or Buyer submits a bill of
sale to Willamette Partnership, who reviews the sale and then works to secure the necessary agency
signatures on the Approval of Sale form. Willamette Partnership and/or the Buyer will distribute copies
of the Approval of Sale to the Registry, who will then transfer credits between accounts, and to the
regulatory agencies to demonstrate that obligations have been met and for their internal tracking
purposes.
The lead agency may also provide programmatic approval for individual trades. For example, Oregon
DEQ chooses not to approve a permittee’s purchase of credits from each individual project, but instead
provides approval for the permittee’s entire trading plan through the NPDES permit, while retaining the
right to audit credits at any time.
Generally, all listed credits can be sold, retired, or otherwise transferred between accounts. Credits from
some currencies can be sold more than once. Credits used to mitigate for permanent impacts (e.g.,
wetlands) cannot be resold. For these currencies, credits will be automatically moved into a Project
Developer’s retirement account after transfer. If credits will not be transferred or sold at all, they can be
issued directly to the Reserve or immediately retired. Once credits are retired, the Registry moves them
into a retirement account that can be reported on but not accessed for transfer.
TABLE 2.5.2 TOOLS, DOCUMENTS, & TEMPLATES FOR ONGOING VERIFICATION AND TRACKING
GUIDANCE, FORMS, & TEMPLATES

SUBMITTED DOCUMENTS

METHOD OF SUBMISSION

PRODUCTS

Not available at this time



Monitoring Report





Verification Report



Proof of Sale





Approval of Sale

ECP: Documents
section of the
Project Monitoring
tab
Willamette
Partnership
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SECTION 3: PURCHASING ECOSYSTEM CREDITS
Buyers of ecosystem credits include public and private entities seeking to create ecosystem benefits in
order to achieve ecological improvement goals or to fulfill regulatory requirements. Buyers may be
investing in ecosystem credits to offset an impact, or they may want to report on the benefits their
investments provide. The ECAS enables public and private entities funding conservation projects to
invest with confidence, knowing that quantified environmental benefits are consistently defined,
transparent, and traceable. Quality standards and third-party verification gives Buyers additional
accountability with Project Developers. The Protocol also provides Buyers with quantitative information
that can be used to evaluate and report on the ecosystem value that their investments have generated.
Figure 3.1.1 below depicts the purchasing process and the different participants that may be engaged at
each step in the process. This figure will be used to orient the reader throughout the section.
Figure 3.1.1 Overview of Purchasing Process

3-1 DEFINE INVESTMENT GOALS & DEVELOP INVESTMENT STRATEGY

Buyers invest in ecosystem credits for a variety of reasons. Regulated entities may do so to offset an
obligation or impact. Non-profit, foundation, or government entities that distribute grants can use
ecosystem credits as a way to standardize measurement of the environmental benefits resulting from
funded projects. Businesses and corporations may do so to meet sustainability goals or minimize
environmental risks to their supply chain and business model. Understanding environmental goals will
help determine an appropriate investment strategy including which types of credits to purchase, from
where, and through what transaction mechanism. There are several mechanisms through which a Buyer
can acquire credits, described in Table 3.1.1. Benefits and Risks of Typical Transaction Mechanisms.
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Table 3.1.1. Benefits and Risks of Typical Transaction Mechanisms

INVESTMENT
STRATEGY

GRANT
FUNDING
REQUIREMENT

JOINT FUNDING
AGREEMENT

DIRECT CREDIT
PURCHASE

REVERSE
AUCTION

DESCRIPTION

BENEFITS

OBSTACLES

TYPICAL USES

Require applicants to
include the amount of
quantified benefit from
project design calculations
in grant proposals, and use
the amount of anticipated
credits in selection criteria

Buyers (funders)
have quantified
information to
inform project
selection, and
can use registry
to support
reporting of
accomplishments

Increases cost for
applicants and may limit
applicant pool or require
pre-screening of
applications and funding
to support technical
assistance

Grant funding
project
selection;
Offsetting
impacts

Agreement between
multiple Buyers to share
project funding costs and
split resulting credits

Able to pool
resources to
maximize
advantage for all
users

Need to define how to
allocate credits between
Buyers

Large-scale
restoration
projects

Buyer purchases verified
credits from the registry

Limits risk for
Buyer – credits
already verified

Requires Project
Developer to implement
project before receiving
funding

High impact
investing;
Offsetting
impacts

Project Developers submit
applications specifying price
to deliver a defined quantity
of credits

Able to procure
the most
ecosystem
benefit for a set
amount of
funding

Requires Project
Developer to have a strong
understanding of project
costs and realistic
understanding of amount
of credits produced

Grant funding
project
selection;
Offsetting
impacts

3-2 DETERMINE ABILITY TO TRADE: REGULATORY BUYERS

In order for potential Buyers to use ecosystem credits to
meet regulatory compliance needs, they must acquire
formal approval from the relevant regulatory agencies.
To the extent feasible, Buyers with potential ecosystem
impacts in a compliance context should discuss trading
options early in consultation with agencies.
Generally, agency rules require that prior to using credits
to offset impacts, Buyers must avoid or minimize the
impact of their development actions and be in full

Eligibility to Buy Voluntary Credits
Buyers purchasing credits for
voluntary reasons (e.g. to retire, use
or resell) do not need to acquire
formal approval nor validation from
Willamette Partnership before
purchasing credits.
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compliance with all relevant laws and rules related to offsetting their impact. For example, Oregon
Department of Fish and Wildlife’s Habitat Mitigation Policy (OAS 415) requires avoidance of
irreplaceable, essential habitat.
Willamette Partnership will use formal agency approval and documentation or attestation of full
compliance with all relevant rules and laws related to their impacts to validate a Buyer’s eligibility to
trade.
TABLE 3.2.1. TOOLS, DOCUMENTS & TEMPLATES FOR BUYER ELIGIBILITY
GUIDANCE, TOOLS, & TEMPLATES

SUBMITTED DOCUMENTS

METHOD FOR SUBMISSION

Not available at this time

Formal agency approval and
documentation of full
compliance with all relevant
rules and laws

ECP: Project Information tab

PRODUCTS

3-3 DETERMINE CREDIT QUANTITY

Buyers purchasing credits as a regulatory offset will need
to do so in accordance with existing agency mitigation
programs, which may set out service area requirements
or dictate the appropriate timing for credit purchase. In
many cases, the number of credits a Buyer is required to
purchase is worked out between Buyers and agencies on
a case-by-case basis or is set through an existing agency
process, such as load allocations in water quality, which
are determined by the TMDL process and set in
wastewater permits.

Credit Quantity for Voluntary
Buyers
Buyers without a regulatory
obligation will determine the
currency and quantity of credits
they wish to purchase based on
those best suited to achieve their
conservation goals.

In other cases, agencies may indicate that a Buyer’s credit
obligation be determined by the debits that the regulated action creates (e.g., habitat impacted by
development). Debits are quantified and verified units of functional loss. In this case, the process of
calculation and verification is the same for quantifying debits as it is for quantifying credits except that
verification occurs prior to permits being issued and before project implementation. The following
sections are a summary of that process as it applies to the Buyer. See Section 2-2 for additional detail.
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BEGIN PROJECT ON THE ECOSYSTEM CREDITING PLATFORM & DEFINE PRE-PROJECT CONDITIONS
The Buyer will begin a project in ECP, define the project boundary and define map units for the preproject site condition. Here, the pre-project condition is the state of the site prior to any regulated
action (e.g., development).

DEFINE & SUBMIT PRE-PROJECT ASSESSMENT
Buyers or a Technical Service Provider then conduct a functional assessment to apply quantification
methods and calculate a functional score for habitat or ecosystem quality of the pre-project condition.
Field and data collection are used to run the credit calculators and generate a functional score. The
project pre-project information, photo point documentation, and calculator are submitted through ECP.
Willamette Partnership reviews the pre-project information for completeness and advances the project
in ECP. As in the credit generation process, Willamette Partnership can review the pre-project
information upon request to confirm all calculations are complete and consistent with relevant
regulatory guidance, but approval is not required at this phase.

DETERMINING CREDIT OBLIGATION
Generate & Upload Debit Estimates
Debits are based on the difference between the functional scores of the pre-project and anticipated
post-project conditions, which is the site condition following completion of the regulated action. For
some activities (e.g., removal/fill of a wetland), the post-project condition is assumed to have zero
ecosystem function. In these cases, the debit quantity is based on the functional score for the preproject condition.
In other cases, as outlined in the Protocol Appendices, the Buyer or Technical Service Provider will apply
functional assessments on the post-project condition, projected from design documents outlining the
area, scope, and activities to be completed as part of regulated actions. Buyers or Technical Service
Providers can develop multiple scenarios to test the amount of debits generated from different design
options. As described in Section 2-2 Define and Submit Project Design Information, post-project data
sets are developed to reflect projected post-project conditions. These data sets are entered in credit
calculators, which produce functional scores and are uploaded to ECP.
Trading Ratios, Reserve Pool Contributions, & Priority Status
The process for determining trading ratios and reserve pool contributions for Buyers is similar to the
process described for Sellers in Section 2-2 above. The ECAS Approach to Trading Ratios and Reserve
Pool Contributions described below is recommended by Willamette Partnership as a way to incentivize
offsetting impacts before they occur and getting work done where it is most needed. Like trading ratios
for Sellers, trading ratios for Buyers may vary on a program by program basis, subject to approval by the
lead agency. Thermal do not utilize this approach. Oregon DEQ uses a 2:1 trading ratio policy for
regulatory Buyers of thermal credits to cover uncertainty and the time lag between project installation
and project performance. This means that Buyers must purchase credits equal to two times their
projected regulatory obligation.
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ECAS Approach to Trading Ratios & Reserve Pool Contributions
Buyers will need to purchase, at minimum, an additional 50% of credits to cover the risk of natural
disturbance to projects (e.g., flood and fire), potential inaccuracies in quantification methods, and other
risks (e.g., financial, rule changes, etc.).
Buyer trading ratios are also determined by
Table 3.3.1. Buyer's Contributions to the Reserve Pool
whether the impact site is located in a
PURCHASING CREDITS IN ADVANCE?
priority area or if any portion of a Buyer’s
purchase comes from credits released prior
IMPACT IN A
NO
YES
to when they are performing functionally.
PRIORITY
Table 3.3.1 shows the ECAS approach to
NO
+50%
+100%
LOCATION?
determining a Buyer’s contribution to the
YES
+100%
+150%
reserve pool under the ECAS Approach.
TABLE 3.3.2. TOOLS, DOCUMENTS & TEMPLATES FOR DEBIT CALCULATION
GUIDANCE, TOOLS, & TEMPLATES




Quantification Method
Manual
Data Collection Protocol,
where applicable
Field Data Sheets

SUBMITTED DOCUMENTS

METHOD FOR SUBMISSION

PRODUCTS

None, documentation
of debit calculation is
typically required at
verification

ECP: Project design
data portion of the
Project Design tab

Debit Calculation

VERIFY & CERTIFY CREDIT OBLIGATION
Verification of debits, like credits, is an independent review of projects by third parties, which include
both the lead agencies overseeing regulated markets and individuals accredited by Willamette
Partnership to verify credits. Verification of debits occurs before the development action has been
implemented.
In order to initiate Verification, the Buyer must have
uploaded final versions of all required documents to
ECP and contacted Willamette Partnership.
Documents required for Verification include:






Photo point documentation of pre-project site
conditions
Design Documents for regulated actions
Debit Calculation
o Pre-project maps and data
o Design maps and data
o Credit Calculation
Service Area Map

Regulatory Agency Role in Debit Verification
As with credit verification, lead agencies
reserve the right to verify the impacts
created by a project. For some currencies,
agencies will use the verification reports
submitted by third parties to determine
whether they need to exercise this right. For
others, agencies will act as the lead verifiers
and submit those reports to Willamette
Partnership prior to registration.

The Project Developer will then enter a contract with Willamette Partnership for verification services,
who will assign an accredited third-party verifier to perform a full verification. Willamette Partnership
may act as the verifier if no accredited third-parties are available.
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Verifier will confirm that:
1. The protocol is followed accurately and completely.
2. Appropriate documentation is in place (e.g., compliance with relevant laws).
3. The debit estimated for a project is appropriate and consistent with actual on the ground preproject conditions and projected post-project conditions.
The Project Developer’s credit estimate must be found to be free of material misstatements and be
within 15% of information proposed by the Project Developer. Resolving differences between estimates
and dispute resolution is handled as described in Section 2-3 Verify Project and Credit Calculations.
Submit Verification Report
Once successful verification is complete, the Verifier submits their Verification Report to Willamette
Partnership. The Verification Report contains a summary of verification activities, an opinion on the
debit estimates, and a log of activities and findings.
TABLE 3.3.3 TOOLS, DOCUMENTS & TEMPLATES FOR DEBIT VERIFICATION
GUIDANCE, TOOLS & TEMPLATES

SUBMITTED DOCUMENTS

METHOD FOR SUBMISSION

PRODUCTS

Sample Contract for
Verification



ECP: Credit calculation
documentation, which is
uploaded in the Project
Design Data section of the
Project Design tab. All other
documents are uploaded to
the Project Information tab.

Verification Report

Photo point
documentation of preproject conditions
 Design Documents for the
regulated action
 Debit Calculation
o Pre-project maps and
data
o Design maps and data
o Credit Calculation
 Service Area Map

Certification
Certification occurs as described in Section 2-3 Project Certification
TABLE 3.3.4. TOOLS, DOCUMENTS & TEMPLATES FOR DEBIT CERTIFICATION
GUIDANCE, TOOLS & TEMPLATES
None

SUBMITTED DOCUMENTS

METHOD FOR SUBMISSION

PRODUCTS

Verification Report

ECP: Documents section of the
Project Certification tab

Signed Certification
Form
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3-4 PURCHASE CREDITS

CREATE A BUYER ACCOUNT
To acquire and transfer credits, Buyers first create an account on the Markit Environmental Registry.
Buyers can use their accounts to transfer and manage listed credits from all currencies and all projects in
a central location and to publicly report on credits. In some cases, Project Developers can retire benefits
on behalf of others, in which case the Buyer would not need a separate account on the Registry.
Contact Willamette Partnership for help in opening a Buyer account.

NEGOTIATE & FINALIZE CREDIT PURCHASE
Project Developers and Buyers connect via the Registry or some other avenue, come to terms on credit
quantities, price, timing of funding, and other transaction terms. The terms of payments and sales are
completed between the Buyer and Seller, external to any of the Registry or Administrator processes.
Additional detail on the process of transferring credits within the Registry can be found in Section 2-5
Sell, Transfer, & Retire Credits.

3-5 TRACK & TRANSFER CREDITS

Credits listed on the Registry are assigned unique serial numbers that identify the source of each unit of
benefit, the quantification method and version used to estimate credits and the current owner. All
registered projects will be listed on the Registry’s Public View website23 and available for the public to
search. Once credits are retired or transferred, Buyers can use that information for reporting purposes.
For a more thorough discussion of liability, see Section 2-5 Project Liability.

23

See http://www.markit.com/sites/en/products/environmental/markit-environmental-registry-public-view.page
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SECTION 4: MANAGING & ADAPTING THE ECAS
Ecosystems, and environmental markets, are dynamic. The ECAS uses adaptive management and
collaborative governance to ensure it is responsive to new and improving information. Protocol Version
2.0 is the first iteration of that adaptive management process. Changes in format and content from
version 1.1 were based on three years of operational experience and expanded use for new geographies
and new issues. The Partnership is committed to using open, public, and robust processes to build
consensus around the substance and intention of these protocols. The following section describes the
adaptive management approach.

4-1 ECOSYSTEM CREDIT ACCOUNTING SYSTEM MANAGEMENT
Willamette Partnership administers the ECAS, working closely with local partners in each of the
watersheds where it is applied. Willamette Partnership makes sure the ECAS is current, usable, and
credible.
Governance
The Counting on the Environment Coordinating Team (Coordinating Team) oversees ECAS operations
and approves all changes to the Protocol and quantification methods. The Coordinating Team meets
semi-annually to quarterly throughout the year to review changes and discuss what is working or not
working. Coordinating Team members are drawn from a broader Stakeholder Working Group that
provides annual input on major changes, guiding principles, and future direction. Current membership is
shown in Appendix C.
Program review
Beginning in 2014, Willamette Partnership will seek to conduct a full review of the ECAS each summer
through delivery of a Program Report. The Program Report will include a summary of transactions, new
protocols and quantification methods, changes made to existing protocols and methods, and an
evaluation of what is working and what is not. The Program Report will be presented annually to the
Coordinating Team for input, and then used to shape the next year’s work plan.
Research needs
Experience with the ECAS generates questions that often require research beyond what existing
resources can pay for. To keep track of these needs, Willamette Partnership also maintains a
documented list of prioritized research needs.

4-2 APPROVING NEW ACTIONS, QUANTIFICATION METHODS, & ASSOCIATED PROTOCOLS
The General Crediting Protocol is built to integrate new credit types, conservation actions, and
quantification methods that are either developed by Willamette Partnership or adopted from existing
methods. Willamette Partnership will place priority on credit types where there are existing Buyers with
unmet needs and/or those that address a high priority habitat type or environmental concern.
Willamette Partnership prioritizes conservation actions and development actions that, when applied in a
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marketplace, have the greatest potential to accelerate conservation in places where it’s needed most.
For quantification methods, Willamette Partnership will consider the certainty of existing science, data
availability, and consensus among stakeholders when prioritizing review of new quantification methods.
Once a proposed credit type, credit generating action, or quantification method moves through this
prioritization screen, Willamette Partnership will convene a Technical Working Group of subject matter
experts in the relevant field to conduct a review process. For new credit types or conservation actions,
the Technical Working Group will assess the quality and credibility of assessment methodologies and
protocol options, provide feedback on draft versions, and give their recommendation for approval of the
protocol and/or methodology.
Quantification methods adopted by Willamette Partnership will be assessed based on the following
criteria:


Accurate: representing true estimates of the provision of ecosystem function. Assessments of
uncertainty around the estimates provided can help to determine the level of accuracy;



Repeatable: if two people apply the method with the same data in the same place, they get the
same result. Protocols or user guidance can greatly improve the consistency with which a
method is applied;



Sensitive: measured differences in ecosystem function reflect actual variability in the ecosystem
function indicators being measured, and not random noise;



Transparent: easy to understand and well-documented relationship of inputs and indicators to
an overall estimate of ecosystem function. Ideally, methods are well vetted in the scientific
community and posted in the public domain for use by anyone without charge.



Practical: economical to set up and apply, easy to use for the targeted user group, and
compatible with other relevant models (e.g., TMDL model) so that its outputs can plug easily
into evaluations of overall program performance.



Adaptively managed: designed to improve over time. Quantification methods should have a
plan for improving the quality of outputs and application. This might include gathering user
feedback and/or asking a sample of projects to conduct additional monitoring or install direct
measurement devices to gather the data needed for subsequent rounds of calibration and
validation.

All field-based quantification methods should undergo at least one season of field testing, with
appropriate revisions based on those tests made prior to approval. The Coordinating Team reviews the
recommendations of the Technical Working Group and must approve all new protocols and
quantification methods before inclusion in the ECAS.

4-3 REVISING EXISTING PROTOCOLS & QUANTIFICATION METHODS
Protocol development is an iterative process. Every protocol element and quantification method will be
reviewed at least bi-annually, and Willamette Partnership will collect ongoing comments from the
interested public, agency partners, and protocol users. All proposed changes to the Protocol will be
reviewed and approved by the Coordinating Team.
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For those issues that can or must be addressed quickly, Willamette Partnership staff will work with
relevant stakeholders to prepare a recommendation for the Coordinating Team. Willamette Partnership
will compile and maintain an Operational Improvements List to capture and prioritize operational
improvement suggestions that cannot be immediately implemented. These suggestions may require
additional investigation or resources in order to be implemented. The Operational Improvements List
enables prioritization of funding to implement the most important improvements that can be
successfully completed with available resources. It also ensures that items identified in one year are not
overlooked in subsequent years.

4-4 EXTENDING PROTOCOLS & QUANTIFICATION METHODS TO NEW GEOGRAPHIES
The ECAS was built in tiers, moving from guiding principles, to General Crediting Protocol, to Protocol
Appendices. Each of these tiers provides additional layers of detail designed to make it easier for the
Protocol to work in new geographies or for different user groups.
Willamette Partnership believes there is a balance between standardizing credit protocols as much as
possible across geographies and across credit types and ensuring that these protocols remain true to the
localized differences in ecosystems and the people who rely on them.
Willamette Partnership is using the structured collaboration of the Counting on the Environment
process to adapt credit protocols and standards to new geographies (e.g., states, watersheds, etc.) as it
is applied to credit transactions or in preparation for application. Willamette Partnership staff members
lead the process, but work with stakeholders to convene the expertise and necessary representation to
ensure high quality and credible protocols.
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APPENDIX A: DOCUMENTATION, FORMS, TEMPLATES, & INSTRUCTIONS
Willamette Partnership encourages the use of standard methods and requires certain information be
submitted using the forms provided in this section. Table A1 identifies the Forms and Instructions
referenced in the General Crediting Protocol that should be used to document information related to
specific steps
Table A.1 Forms Supporting the Ecosystem Credit Accounting System

FORMS,
TEMPLATES, AND
INSTRUCTIONS

DESCRIPTION

SOURCE

VALIDATION
CHECKLIST

Initial screen of a project’s eligibility to generate
ecosystem credits.

ECP, Willamette
Partnership
website24

NOTICE OF
VALIDATION

Signifies that if the Validation Checklist and attached
documents are accurate, the Project Developer is
likely eligible to create or buy credits.

FIELD DATASHEETS

Guide Project Developers through the process of
conducting an environmental inventory at the project
site to establish pre-project conditions and perform
credit calculations.
Outlines how many credits will be released to the
Registry at different project development stages.
Provides a guide for developing a Project Design
document, including description of intended project
activities, considerations, and timelines;
demonstrates that minimum quality standards will be
met.
Provides a guide for developing a Stewardship and
Monitoring Plan. Describes how monitoring will be
conducted over the life of the credit to ensure project
success and the attainment of project performance
standards in the ECAS, and the Project Developer’s
intent for project maintenance including the
designation of stewardship responsibility, cost
estimates, anticipated activities, and management of
stewardship funds.

Notice of Validation
will come from the
Market
Administrator
ECP, Willamette
Partnership
website

CREDIT RELEASE
SCHEDULE
PROJECT DESIGN
TEMPLATE

STEWARDSHIP AND
MONITORING PLAN
TEMPLATE &
EXAMPLE

24

Generated through
the ECP
Willamette
Partnership
website

Willamette
Partnership
website

All documents located on the Willamette Partnership website can be found through the Tools and Templates. See
http://willamettepartnership.org/tools-templates
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VERIFICATION
REPORT
VERIFICATION
NOTICE AND
CONFLICT OF
INTEREST FORM
VERIFICATION
PROTOCOL

Report submitted by the Verifier and Project
Developer attesting to the Verifier’s opinion of the
Project Developer’s credit estimate.
Notice from the Administrator to the Project
Developer and from the verifier to the Administrator
that Verification is about to occur, and what conflicts
of interest may be present.
Defines the verification process.

AGENCY
CERTIFICATION
FORM
SAMPLE CONTRACTS

Allows public agencies, or their designated proxy, to
review verified credit estimates.

APPROVAL OF SALE

Notice from the Administrator that directs the
Registry to finalize the transfer of credits and
indicates to agencies that credits have been
purchased toward a mitigation obligation

Templates to help speed contracting between
participants.
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ECP, Willamette
Partnership
website
ECP, Willamette
Partnership
website
Willamette
Partnership
website
ECP, Willamette
Partnership
website
Willamette
Partnership
website*
Willamette
Partnership
website
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Table A.2 Documentation for Credit Generation
The following table includes definitions/descriptions for each of the documents that are frequently
required for credit generation

DOCUMENT TYPE

DESCRIPTION

PROOF OF
OWNERSHIP
PROJECT MAP

Confirmation of the legal ownership of the property on which project
activities will take place.
Delineates the project site, indicating where project activities and any
relevant geographic context. For users of Version 2.0, additional information
is available in the Protocol Appendix for the relevant credit type.
Describes the intended project activities, considerations, and timelines,
demonstrates that minimum quality standards will be met.
Document confirming the Project Developer has legal title to the credits to
be issued for the project. This could include an easement, legal agreement,
legal opinion, deed restriction, letter of intent, contract or other form
clearly stating who owns the underlying land and who has rights to own and
sell credits generated from the project.
Confirms that the project site will be legally protected from development
actions and alterations impacting the performance of credits for the life of
the credit. Project Protection Agreements may be the same as Proof of
Rights to Credits.
Delineates subareas for which accounting of credits will be linked
(accounting units). Accounting units cannot overlap.
Delineates area within which the credits will be tracked or, for compliance
credits, the area in which they can be sold.

PROJECT DESIGN*
PROOF OF RIGHTS
TO CREDITS

PROJECT
PROTECTION
DOCUMENTS
ACCOUNTING AREA
MAP
SERVICE AREA MAP
WETLAND
DELINEATIONS

STEWARDSHIP AND
MONITORING
PLAN*

AGENCY PREAPPROVALS
BANK PROSPECTUS

BANK AGREEMENT

Establishes the location and size of a wetland for the purposes of federal,
state, and local regulations.
Describes how monitoring will be conducted over the life of the credit to
ensure project success and the attainment of project performance
standards in the ECAS, and the Project Developer’s intent for project
maintenance including the designation of stewardship responsibility, cost
estimates, anticipated activities, and management of stewardship funds.
Where applicable, confirmation of agency approval to proceed. This may be
an approved prospectus, bank, letter, or other form.
Where necessary, detailed description of proposed mitigation bank that has
undergone review and comment from the Interagency Review Team to
assess technical feasibility of the bank development and operations.
Where necessary, the formal agreement between the Project Developers
and agencies establishing liability, performance standards, management and
monitoring requirements, and the terms of bank credit approval.

* Template available at http://willamettepartnership.org/tools-templates/tools-and-templates-1/
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Table A.3 Required forms and documentation during credit generation
The following table shows required documentation for each currency, at each phase of the credit generation process, as well as the method for submission.

Verification

Credit
Calculation

Certification
Ongoing
Verification,
Tracking, and
Transfer

SALMONID

FLOODPLAIN

PRAIRIE

SAGEBRUSH

OAK WOODLAND

Validation Checklist

Project Developer

ECP: Project Information

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

(50%) Project Design

Project Developer

ECP: Project Information

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

Proof of Ownership

Project Developer

ECP: Project Information

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

Proof of Rights to Credits

Project Developer

ECP: Project Information

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

DOCUMENTATION

WHO SENDS

METHOD OF SUBMISSION

Land Protection Documents

Project Developer

ECP: Project Information

●

Validation Notice

Willamette Partnership

ECP: Project Information

●

Agency Pre-Approval Notices*

Project Developer

ECP: Project Information

●

Pre-project Wetland Delineation*

Project Developer

ECP: Project Information

●

Pre-project Maps & Data

Project Developer

ECP: Project Design -> Design Data*

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

Pre-project Photo points

Project Developer

ECP: Project Information

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

100% Design and permits

Project Developer

ECP: Project Information*

●

●

●

●

●

●

As-built Maps & Data

Project Developer

ECP: Project Design -> Design Data*

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

Accounting Area Map

Project Developer

ECP: Project Design -> Acct. Units

●

Service Area Map

Project Developer

ECP: Project Information

●

Eligibility

Agency Approvals

Project Developer

ECP: Project Information

Eligibility

Stewardship & Monitoring Plan

Project Developer

ECP: Project Information

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

Verification

Verification Report

Willamette Partnership

ECP: Project Information*

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

Certification

Certification

Willamette Partnership

ECP: Project Cert. -> Documents

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

Ongoing
Verification

Monitoring Report

Project Developer

ECP: Project Monitoring -> Documents

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

Monitoring Verification Report

Project Developer

ECP: Project Information*

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

Service Area

Verification

WETLANDS

Eligibility
Criteria

PHOSPHORUS

Validation

SUPPORTS

NITROGEN

CREDIT
ISSUANCE
PHASE

THERMAL

REQUIRED FOR:

Transfer

Proof of Sale

Project Developer

Email to Willamette Partnership*

●

Approval of Sale

Willamette Partnership

Email to Project Developer*

●

* The location for document submission is likely to change upon updates to ECP
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Table A.4 Required Documentation for Markit Registry
Under the ECAS, credits are registered on Markit Environmental Registry (Markit)25. The following table
shows the documentation that must be submitted to Markit before a project can be registered and
before credits can be issued. Those documents that must be publicly disclosed are indicated below.
PHASE

SUPPORTS

DOCUMENTATION
AND FORMS

REQUIRED BY MARKIT FOR:
PROJECT
CREDIT
REGISTRATION ISSUANCE

Validation

Eligibility
Criteria

Validation Checklist



*

Self-Validation Checklist

(50%) Project Design



*


Project Design Description
(PDD)
Proof of Ownership





Proof of Rights to Credits





Land Protection Documents



*

Validation Report

Proof of Ownership
Proof of Rights to
Credits
Land Protection
Documents
Validation Notice

Verification
Credit
Calculation

Agency Pre-Approval
Notices*
Pre-project Wetland
Delineation*
Pre-project Maps &
Data
100% Design and
permits
As-built Project
Design
As-built Maps & Data

NAME FOR "DOCUMENT
TYPE" ON MARKIT

-Wetland delineations
-PDD - Appendix
*

PDD - Appendix
--

Accounting Area Map
(where applicable)
Service Area Map

*

Accounting Unit Map

*

Service Area (maps)

Eligibility
Criteria
Verification

Stewardship and
Monitoring Plan
Verification Report

*

Project Stewardship Plan

*

Verification Report

Certification

Certification

Certification

*

Ongoing
Verification,
Tracking, and
Transfer

Ongoing
Verification

Monitoring Report

*¥

Certification Report or
Agency Certification Report
Monitoring Report

Monitoring
Verification Report
Proof of Sale

*¥

Verification Report

Approval of Sale

*

Service Area

Transfer

-¥

Agency Approval of Sale

*Minimum documents that must be made publicly available. All redactions must be justified according to the
Confidential Business Information Guidelines
¥ Documents required for ongoing verification, not required for initial credit issuance
25

www.markitenvironmental.com
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APPENDIX B: GLOSSARY OF TERMS
Additionality: in an environmental market, the environmental benefit secured through the payment is
deemed additional‖ if it would not have been generated absent the payment provided by the market
system.
Aggregator: a type of Project Developer who work to cultivate demand and secure funding for multiple
projects and then engage landowners and land managers to implement those projects.
Buyers: any public or private entity that chooses to invest in quantified and verified credits. This may
include those with a regulatory obligation to offset the impact of their actions on natural systems or
environmental quality. Buyers might also include entities interested in voluntarily purchasing a credit to
achieve environmental goals including conservation, corporate sustainability or the mitigation of
environmental or regulatory risks.
Business as usual: the typical project or program operations of an organization, actions that represent
sufficient cost savings to incentivize implementation without trading.
Coordinating Team: the governing body for the Ecosystem Credit Accounting System, composed of
representatives of state and federal agencies, non-profits, and other stakeholders.
Counting on the Environment: the structured, collaborative, consensus-building process through which
Willamette Partnership developed the science, policy, and protocols of the Ecosystem Credit Accounting
System.
Compliance-grade credits: see Credits (compliance-grade).
Credit calculator: credit calculators are either an Excel spreadsheet or website with embedded
equations that translate indicators into functional scores that represent how well an ecosystem is
functioning.
Credit Life: see Crediting period .
Credit release schedule: defines the fraction of credits released at different project stages
Crediting period: sometimes called the “life of the credit,” generally begins when the conservation
action is implemented and, for compliance-grade credits, has a duration tied to that of the impacts
being mitigated.
Credit registry: a ledger for tracking credit transactions and ownership. Credit registries also frequently
act as a mechanism for distributing information about credit-generating projects to the public.
Credits: quantified, verified, and tradable units of environmental benefit from conservation or
restoration action.
Credits (compliance-grade): credits that are eligible to offset to a regulatory requirement, where
approved by regulators.
Credits (voluntary): credits that are not eligible for use as offsets to regulatory requirements. Voluntary
credits can be generated as a way to track the outcomes of conservation investments. Purchasing
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voluntary credits is a way for conservation funders to target their investments toward generating the
outcomes most relevant to their environmental goals.
Currencies: see credit types.
Debits: quantified, verified, and tradable units of environmental impact, calculated as the difference
between the functional scores of the pre-project and anticipated post-project conditions.
Ecosystem Credit Accounting System (ECAS): includes the protocols, standards, and quantification
methods through which actions that affect the environment are translated into credits.
ECAS: see Ecosystem Credit Accounting System.
Force majeure: extraordinary events or circumstances beyond the control of the individuals or entities
in the credit transaction, including acts of God.
Functional assessment: used to apply quantification methods and calculate a functional score for
habitat or ecosystem quality of the project site. Functional assessments may be applied to the pre- or
post- project site conditions.
General Crediting Protocol (GCP): document developed by Willamette Partnership and managed by
their Counting on the Environment Coordinating Team. The General Crediting Protocol outlines the
process to generate, buy, and sell credits under the Ecosystem Credit Accounting System.
GCP: see General Crediting Protocol.
Map units: sections of a property delineated by common habitat types, habitat structure, and habitat
elements.
Markit Environmental Registry (Markit): a service provider that delivers the registry services to assign
unique serial numbers to credits and track movement of credits and debits.
Mitigation: the offset of an environmental impact with a compensatory environmental benefit, typically
generated through ecological protection, restoration, or enhancement and verified through a crediting
program.
Monitoring plan: describes how monitoring will be conducted over the life of the credit to ensure
project success and the attainment of project performance standards in the ECAS. The Monitoring Plan
may also designate the Project Developer’s intent for project maintenance including the designation of
stewardship responsibility, cost estimates, anticipated activities, and management of stewardship funds.
Notice of validation: statement that the project will be eligible to generate credits if all information
provided is accurate and complete. Validation is not confirmation of the quantity of credits issued.
Performance bond: up-front financial insurance that may be required for some compliance-grade
credits (e.g. wetlands habitat) to ensure the money is available to acquire Reserve Pool credits in cases
where a Project Developer goes bankrupt, or otherwise is unable to cover the costs of accessing the
Reserve Pool. A regulatory agency may waive the performance bond requirement on a case-by-case
basis.
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Pre-project site conditions: a description of site condition prior to implementation of the development
or restoration action that provides a starting point against which change resulting from a project can be
measured.
Post-project conditions: site condition following completion of the development or restoration action.
Project boundary: the location of the entire area from which the Project Developer will seek to generate
credits.
Project developers: also referred to as a “Seller,” Project Developers are individuals or entities that have
the ability to improve ecological function by implementing restoration or conservation actions. A Project
Developer might be an individual landowner, land manager, or an aggregator.
Project protection agreements: agreements to protect credit-generating activities at the project site
which may include leases, contracts, easements, or other agreements. Project protection agreements
must cover the life of the credit and run with the land to ensure the project will not be affected if
ownership changes.
Protocols: the steps of the credit issuance process and the rules for how credits can be bought, sold, and
accounted for.
Quantification methods: methods, based on science, that are used to calculate the credit or debit value
of a given action. Functional assessments may be required to apply quantification methods.
Regulators: public agencies with delegated authority over resource use and/or protection. Regulators
approve projects that are used to fulfill regulatory requirements. Regulators also participate in adapting
and improving the ECAS, particularly when changes interact with agency policy or enabling laws or
regulations.
Reference site: an ecological system (represented in one or more specific locations) that acts as a model
for restoring another system. Reference sites typically have a higher level of ecological function,
complexity, and diversity than the system that is being restored.
Reserve Pool: a pool of issued credits, managed by Willamette Partnership, intended to cover risks in
the market.
Sellers: see Project Developers.
Service area: also referred to as “trading area,” the geographic region relevant for tracking and trading
units of ecosystem improvement.
Standards: thresholds that must be met at various stages of the process of generating credits or debits
(e.g., riparian plantings must contain at least 5 woody species).
Stewardship plan: identifies the party responsible for stewardship and includes: anticipated stewardship
activities, endowment or other funds to be set aside based on an estimate for project maintenance and
monitoring, and documentation of how funds will be managed (type of account, acceptable uses, etc.
Technical service providers: provide technical support to landowners, Project Developers, and Buyers
using quantification tools and designing projects to produce the greatest gains in creditable ecosystem
function. Examples include staff at university extension services or soil and water conservation districts.
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Third-party verifier: see Verifier.
Total Maximum Daily Load (TMDL): a calculation of the maximum amount of a pollutant that a
waterbody can receive and still meet applicable water quality standards (accounting for seasonal
variations and a margin of safety), including an allocation of pollutant loadings to point sources
(wasteload allocations) and nonpoint sources (load allocations).
Trading ratios: used to account for risk of project failure, accuracy of quantification methods, time
differences between project completion and functional maturity, and to ensure environmental gains.
Validation checklist: documentation used to screen a site’s eligibility to generate and sell credits. The
validation checklist confirms basic information related to ownership, stewardship and land protection;
and records the proposed conservation actions, project timeline, and location of a project site.
Validation lead: the entity that reviews the validation checklist to assess project eligibility, frequently
Willamette Partnership and/or the lead permitting agency for the credit type.
Verifier: independent third parties or agency representatives who confirm that credits are eligible,
accurately calculated, and maintained throughout the life of the project. Verifiers are trained and
accredited to use the Verification Protocol.
Verification: an independent, expert check on the credit estimate provided by the Project Developer.
The purpose of verification is to provide confidence to all program participants that credit calculations
are a faithful, true, and fair account – free of material misstatement and conforming to credit
generation and accounting standards.
Verification protocol provides standardized, specific guidance on the review and assessment of credit
issuance under the approved credit types described here and details the process for becoming an
accredited verifier. The Verification Protocol is available online (http://willamettepartnership.org/toolstemplates/).
Voluntary credits: see Credits (voluntary).
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APPENDIX C: COUNTING ON THE ENVIRONMENT COORDINATING TEAM
REPRESENTATIVE

ORGANIZATION/AGENCY

Bill Warncke

Oregon Department of Transportation

Bob Deal

USDA Forest Service

Cathy Macdonald

The Nature Conservancy

Cheryl Hummon

Oregon Department of Agriculture

Dana Hicks

Oregon Department of State Lands

David Primozich

The Freshwater Trust

Diane Taniguichi-Dennis

Clean Water Services

Jaimee Davis

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers

Jeff Brandt

Oregon Department of Forests

Jim Turner

National Marine Fisheries Service

Jimmy Kagan

Institute for Natural Resources

Ranei Nomura

Oregon Department of Environmental Quality

Renee Davis-Born

Oregon Watershed Enhancement Board

Rod Krahmer

Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife

Sally Duncan

Institute for Natural Resources

Shauna Ginger

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service

Yvonne Vallette

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
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APPENDIX D: AQUATIC HABITAT QUALITY & FUNCTION PROTOCOL
D-1 PURPOSE
The purpose of this document is to provide information specific to the generation of credits for aquatic
habitat quality and function. This appendix is meant to supplement the General Crediting Protocol v 2.0
by providing information specific to the use of the aquatic habitat quality quantification methods and
credit generation procedures. The quantification methods for aquatic habitat include:
Table D-1. Aquatic habitat quantification methods and units of trade
Credit Type
Wetland

Salmonid Habitat

Floodplain Habitat26

Quantification
Method
Oregon Rapid
Wetland Assessment
Protocol (ORWAP)
Counting on the
Environment Salmon
Habitat Quantification
Method
Counting on the
Environment
Floodplain Habitat
Quantification
Method

Purpose

Tradable Units

Assesses quality and
function of wetlands

Functional acres

Assesses quality and
function of salmonid habitat

Functional linear feet

Assesses quality and
function of floodplain
habitat

Functional acres

The aquatic habitat quantification methods can be used by Project Developers to generate credits that
are traded in compliance or voluntary markets. The methods can be used by Buyers to quantify impacts
of development and estimate the credits that may be necessary to offset those impacts. The methods
can also be used for any of the following objectives, which may or may not include the generation of
credits:







Establish a pre-project assessment of habitat quality and function;
Assess the impacts of development on habitat quality and function;
Assess the equivalency of areas as part of land exchange transactions and/or offsite mitigation;
Quantify the ecological benefits of conservation or management actions;
Prioritize habitat sites for management actions, regulation or preservation; and,
Monitor change in habitat quality and function over time.

26

The Floodplain Habitat quantification method is available but has not been approved by the Counting
on the Environment Coordinating Team and therefore cannot currently be used in the generation of
credits.
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Use of the General Crediting Protocol and this appendix will vary in accordance with the objectives of
the user. Users generating or purchasing compliance-grade credits are required to take the following
information into consideration during the crediting process. Users who are consulting this document for
more informal purposes will find some information useful while other information may not be
appropriate. Willamette Partnership, the Market Administrator, is available to provide technical
assistance as needed.

D-2 SELECT & VALIDATE SITE

This section provides the specific considerations for selecting and validating a site that will generate
aquatic habitat credits. Follow the steps below and consult the corresponding GCP Section for more
information on each particular step. Table 2 contains the specific considerations for aquatic habitat
credits at this particular phase.
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)

Steps:
Define project boundary and map units
Determine eligible sites, eligible impacts, and/or eligible actions
Determine if site is eligible for credit generation and trading
If credits are to be traded, determine eligible service area
Determine project start date and crediting period (life of the credit)
If purchasing credits, determine eligibility to purchase
Complete and submit validation checklist
Receive project validation from approved Validation Lead

GCP Reference(s):

GCP Section 2-1

Table D-2. Aquatic habitat considerations
Credit Type
Eligible
Conservation
Actions

Wetland
 Enhance function of
an existing wetland
 Restore and create
wetland hydrology

Eligible
Impacts

 Alter vegetation
 Alter hydrology

Salmon
 Plant native vegetation
 Large wood placement
 Culvert removal
 Animal exclusion
 Restore channel
geomorphology
 Alter vegetation
 Alter hydrology
 Other natural system
modifications
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Floodplain
 Protect or enhance
existing floodplain habitat
 Restore floodplain habitat

 Alter vegetation
 Alter hydrology
 Other disturbance regime
modifications
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Credit Type
Elements to
include in Site
Map

Wetland
 Consult DSL
Mitigation Plan
Checklist and the U.S.
Army Corps’
mitigation plan
requirements (33 CFR
322.4(c) (A template
mitigation plan is
available at USACE’s
Portland District)

Additionality

Conservation not
required by permit
Natural hydrology &
native vegetation

Suitability

Salmon
 Streams and other
waterways on the property
 Stream crossings - crossing
should be labeled by type,
size, and material (e.g., 48inch corrugated metal pipe
[CMP] culvert)
 Any known existing stream
and river levees, riprap
placement, or other bank
reinforcements and
stabilization projects
 Farm roads and trails subject
to use by farm vehicles or
equipment
 Diversion structures,
Irrigation ponds, canals,
impoundments or dams
 Stormwater and erosion
control BMP’s (e.g., swales,
filter strips, drainage
ditches)
 Riparian buffers (map
includes approximate width
of existing buffer, length of
riparian continuity)
 Wetlands and any vegetated
buffers
 Known locations of
problematic invasive plants
and weed populations
 Other known riparian,
wetland, and upland buffer
conservation or restoration
priorities
 Natural springs
 Farm operation areas (e.g.,
fields, animal feeding areas,
equipment storage areas)
 Steep slopes, bare soils or
other highly erodible land
Conservation not required by
permit
Native vegetation and no
harm to functional hydrologic
features
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Floodplain
 Streams and other
waterways on the
property
 Stream crossings crossing should be labeled
by type, size, and material
(e.g., 48-inch corrugated
metal pipe [CMP] culvert)
 Any known existing
stream and river levees,
riprap placement, or
other bank
reinforcements and
stabilization projects
 Farm roads and trails
subject to use by farm
vehicles or equipment
 Diversion structures,
Irrigation ponds, canals,
impoundments or dams
 Riparian buffers (map
includes approximate
width of existing buffer,
length of riparian
continuity)
 Wetlands and any
vegetated buffers
 Known locations of
problematic invasive
plants and weed
populations
 Other known riparian,
wetland, and upland
buffer conservation or
restoration priorities
 Farm operation areas
(e.g., fields, animal
feeding areas, equipment
storage areas)

Conservation not required
by permit
Native vegetation and no
harm
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Credit Type
Sustainability

Service Area
Project Start
Date
Crediting
Period
Buyer
Eligibility

Validation
Lead
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Wetland
Stewardship plan that
calls for permanent
easement or public
lands restriction; Nonwasting endowment;
Long-term steward
4th Field HUC
Start date for site prep
or hydrologic
improvements
Perpetual

Salmon
Stewardship plan that calls for
permanent easement or
public lands restriction; Nonwasting endowment; Longterm steward

Floodplain
Stewardship plan that calls
for contract for life of the
credit; Maintenance funds.
If used for mitigation, see
Salmon requirements.

4th Field HUC
Start date of riparian plantings
or in-stream work

4th Field HUC
Start date for site prep or
hydrologic improvements

Perpetual

Approved mitigation
plan from OR
Department of State
Lands; U.S. Army Corps
of Engineers
Willamette
Partnership; Others on
a case-by-case basis

Approved mitigation plan
from OR Department of State
Lands; U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers

20 years, or perpetual for
mitigation
Compliance buyers only
eligible on approval from
relevant agencies

Willamette Partnership;
Others on a case-by-case basis

Willamette Partnership;
Others on a case-by-case
basis

D-3 CALCULATE CREDITS

This section provides the specific considerations for calculating aquatic habitat credits. Follow the steps
below and consult the corresponding GCP Section for more information on each particular step. Table 3
contains the specific considerations for aquatic habitat credits at this particular phase.
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

Steps:
Determine pre-project condition by collecting office and field data and
entering data into the credit calculator
Determine extent of improvement or impact to site (post-project results)
using the quantification or functional assessment method
Ensure any conservation activities meet quality standards
Calculate net gains and losses of ecosystem function (this is considered your
credit or your debit)
If credits are to be traded (bought or sold), determine reserve pool
contributions
If credits are to be traded (bought or sold), complete an agency banking
agreement
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Table D-3. Aquatic habitat considerations for calculating credits and debits
Credit Type
Office Data

Wetland
 Aerial image(s)
 Existing site map(s)
 Online databases
 Documents or
databases identifying
species of concern or
priority areas
 Interview with site
manager

Salmon
 Aerial image(s)
 Existing site map(s)
 Verification of spawnable
substrate
 Verification that stream/reach
is salmon bearing
 Location of fish barriers
 Interview with site manager

Field Data

 Surrounding land use
and cover
 Vegetation
composition
 Invasive and noninvasive species
composition
 Species presence
 Stressors
 Management actions

 Instream/flow characteristics
 Vegetation composition and
structure

Field Sampling
Method
Timing of Field
Data Collection

Visual assessment of
indicators
Any time (Strong
preference for growing
season)
~4 hours for a 30-acre
site for field data
collection
OR Department of State
Lands performance
standards

Visual assessment of indicators

Assessment Time
(estimated)
Quality
Standards

Agency Leads
(for approval of
bank agreement)

OR Department of State
Lands; U.S. Army Corps
of Engineers

Assume conditions at low flow
(August)

Floodplain
 Aerial image(s)
 Existing site map(s)
 Existing vegetation
data
 Documents or
databases
identifying species of
concern or priority
areas
 Interview with site
manager
 Flood regime
 Vegetation
composition
 Native and nonnative species
composition
 Context and
connectivity
 Land cover
 Risks
 Species presence
 Management
actions
Visual assessment of
indicators
Any time (Strong
preference for
growing season)

~8 hours for a 30-acre site for
field data collection
See riparian planting addenda;
OR Department of Fish and
Wildlife Fish Passage
Requirements; Others as
available
OR Department of State Lands;
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers;
National Marine Fisheries
Service (NMFS)
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See riparian planting
addenda; Others as
available

OR Department of
State Lands; U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers;
National Marine
Fisheries Service
(NMFS)
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CURRENT QUANTIFICATION METHODS
All aquatic habitat credits are quantified using rapid visual assessment methodologies that produce
scores on habitat quality and ecosystem function. Current, ECAS-approved quantification methods have
been tested for application in the Northwest. If these quantification methods are to be used in other
geographies, some modifications may be necessary.
As new aquatic habitat quantification methods are developed, or existing ones are modified, they will be
added to or updated in this Appendix. Each quantification method comes with a user’s guide and a
calculator. The user collects information specified in the user’s guide and inputs it into the calculator to
quantify aquatic habitat quality and function(s). Links for the user’s guide and calculator are provided for
each quantification method.

Wetlands: Oregon Rapid Wetlands Assessment Protocol (ORWAP)
ORWAP produces scores from 1-10 (with 10 being optimal) for 16 wetland functions and values
provided by all wetland types in Oregon. Those scores are combined into an index score of overall
wetland function and multiplied by the wetland acres enhanced, restored, or created in a project site to
determine credits in units of functional acres. The method is maintained by the Oregon Department of
State Lands. The ORWAP Manual (User’s Guide) and Calculator can be accessed using the following link:
User’s Guide &
Calculator

http://www.oregon.gov/DSL/WETLAND/Pages/or_wet_prot.aspx

Salmon Habitat: Counting on the Environment Salmon Habitat Quantification Method
The Salmon Calculator assesses the stream functions necessary to support multiple salmonid species
throughout their life cycle. It calculates scores for six ecological functions using information about the
instream and riparian conditions of a project site. The output for the calculator is a Site Function
Performance Score, which is then combined with the length of stream restored to determine credits in
functional linear feet. The Salmon Quantification Method Field Guide and Calculator can be accessed
using the following link:
Salmon Rules &
Calculator

http://willamettepartnership.org/ecosystem-creditaccounting/salmon/copy_of_salmon-habitat

Floodplain Habitat: Counting on the Environment Floodplain Habitat Metric
The Floodplain Habitat Calculator produces a 1-10 index (with 10 being optimal) for the habitat quality
of a localized geologic floodplain area, exclusive of the channel that floods, or could flood it. The
Calculator is intended to be applicable mainly to western Oregon and Washington. It might also be
applicable to other parts of the western United States, but it has not been tested there. The Floodplain
Habitat Quality Score is combined with the acreage protected or restored to determine credit in
functional acres. The Floodplain Habitat Calculator User’s Guide and Calculator are currently not
available for credit quantification. Please contact Willamette Partnership for more information.
User’s Guide
Calculator

http://willamettepartnership.org/ecosystem-creditaccounting/floodplain/floodplain-habitat-metric
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D-4 VERIFY & CERTIFY CREDITS

This section provides the specific considerations for verifying and certifying aquatic habitat credits.
Follow the steps below and consult the corresponding GCP Section for more information on each step.
Table 4 contains the specific considerations for aquatic habitat credits at this particular phase.
1)

2)

Steps:
Pre-project calculations, post-project estimates and debits/credits are
verified by an accredited, independent verifier. Information is
submitted to Willamette Partnership in a Verification Report
Information is reviewed and approved by the Certification Lead

Reference(s):
GCP Section 2-3

Table D-4. Aquatic Habitat Considerations for Verification and Certification of Credits
Credit Type
Verification
lead
Certification
Lead

Wetland
OR Department of State
Lands; U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers
Will vary by program.
Contact Willamette
Partnership.

Salmon
Willamette Partnership
verifiers

Floodplain
Willamette Partnership
verifiers

Will vary by program.
Contact Willamette
Partnership.

Will vary by program.
Contact Willamette
Partnership.

D-5 REGISTER & ISSUE CREDITS

This section provides the specific considerations for registering and issuing aquatic habitat credits.
Follow the steps below and consult the corresponding GCP Section for more information on each step.
Table 4 contains the specific considerations for aquatic habitat credits at this particular phase.
1)
2)

Steps:
Information is reviewed by Willamette Partnership and credits are
released either immediately or in phases
Credits are registered on Markit Registry with approval and assistance
of Willamette Partnership
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GCP Section 2-4
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Table D-5. Aquatic Habitat Considerations for Credit Release
Credit Type
Immediate
Credit
Releases

Phased
Credit
Releases

Wetland
Typically, 15% is released when the project
implementation begins: 5% with initial
seeding and 10% after meeting first year
growing standards. For credits to be
released, DSL will typically require holding
financial assurances to guarantee
performance of advance released credits, in
addition to the Sellers’ deposit in a reserve
pool. Financial assurances are also required
by USACE (see 33 CFR 332.4(c)).
Remaining credits for wetland
enhancement and restoration are released
in phases. Where annual inspection reveals
a site failing to meet performance
standards, released but unsold credits can
be frozen or suspended by the Corps and
DSL.

Salmon
No more than 30%
of the total
estimated credits
for a project site
can be released in
advance.

Floodplain
No more than 30%
of the total
estimated credits
for a project site
can be released in
advance.

Remaining credits
for salmon habitat
enhancement and
restoration are
released in phases

Remaining credits
for floodplain
habitat
enhancement and
restoration are
released in phases

D-6 ONGOING VERIFICATION, TRACKING & TRANSFER

This section provides the specific considerations for ongoing verification and tracking of aquatic habitat
credits. Follow the steps below and consult the corresponding GCP Section for more information on
each particular step. Table 5 contains the specific considerations for aquatic habitat credits at this
particular phase.
Steps:
1) Project is verified on an ongoing basis for the life of the credit
2) Credits are released in phases as project is verified
2) If allowed, credits may be sold or transferred in accordance with specific
requirements outlined below
3) Determine and document regulatory liability and/or contractual liability
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Table D-6. Aquatic Habitat Considerations for Verification, Tracking and Transfer
Credit Type
Ongoing
Verification
Lead?
Can credits be
resold?
Who approves
trades?
Who holds
liability?

Wetland
OR Department of State Lands;
U.S. Army Corps

Salmon
Willamette
Partnership verifiers

Floodplain
Willamette
Partnership verifiers

Only with approval from OR
Department of State Lands
director
Approval of a trade is required
from OR Department of State
Lands; U.S. Army
Project Developer

Yes

Yes

Lead permitting
agency (e.g. U.S. Army
Corps)
Project Developer

Lead permitting
agency (e.g. U.S. Army
Corps)
Project Developer

D-7 GEOGRAPHIC VARIATIONS
This section provides the specific considerations for applying the quantification methods and generating
aquatic habitat credits in different geographies.
Table D-7. Geographic Considerations for Water Quality Credits

Credit
Type

Wetland

Salmon

Oregon

Protocol details are the same across Oregon, and no aquatic habitat credits have yet been
approved for use under the ecosystem credit accounting system in other geographies
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APPENDIX E: UPLAND HABITAT QUALITY & FUNCTION PROTOCOL
E-1 PURPOSE
The purpose of this document is to provide information specific to the generation of credits for upland
habitat quality and function. This appendix is meant to supplement the General Crediting Protocol by
providing information specific to the use of the upland habitat quality quantification methods and credit
generation procedures. The current quantification methods for upland habitat include:
Table E-1. Upland habitat quantification methods and units of trade
Credit Type
Prairie Habitat

Oak Habitat

Sagebrush/Sage
Grouse Habitat27

Quantification Method
Counting on the
Environment Prairie
Quantification Method
Counting on the
Environment Oak Habitat
Quantification Method
Counting on the
Environment Sagebrush/
Sage Grouse Habitat
Quantification Method

Purpose
Assesses quality and
function of upland prairie
habitat
Assesses quality and
function of oak habitat

Tradable Units
Functional acres

Assesses quality and
function of Sagebrush and
Sage Grouse habitat

Functional acres

Functional acres

The upland habitat quantification methods can be used by Project Developers to generate credits that
are traded in compliance or voluntary markets. The methods can be used by Buyers to quantify impacts
of development and estimate the credits that may be necessary to offset those impacts. The methods
can also be used for any of the following objectives, which may or may not include the generation of
credits:







Establish a pre-project assessment of habitat quality;
Assess the impacts of development on habitat quality;
Assess the equivalency of areas as part of land exchange transactions and offsite mitigation;
Quantify ecological benefits of conservation or management actions;
Prioritize habitat sites for management actions, regulation or preservation; and,
Monitor change in habitat quality over time.

Use of the General Crediting Protocol and this appendix will vary in accordance with the objectives of
the user. Users generating or purchasing compliance-grade credits are required to take the following
information into consideration during the crediting process. Users who are consulting this document for
more informal purposes will find some information useful while other information may not be
appropriate. Willamette Partnership, the Market Administrator, is available to provide technical
assistance as needed.
27

Sagebrush/Sage Grouse Habitat quantification method is available but has not been approved by the Counting on the
Environment Coordinating Team and therefore cannot currently be used in the generation of credits.
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E-2 SELECT & VALIDATE SITE

This section provides the specific considerations for selecting and validating a site that will generate
upland habitat credits. Follow the steps below and consult the corresponding GCP Section for more
information on that particular step. Table 1 contains the specific considerations for upland habitat
credits at this particular phase.
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)

STEPS:
Define project boundary and map units
Determine eligible sites, eligible impacts and/or eligible conservation actions
Determine if site is eligible for credit generation and trading
If credits are to be traded, determine eligible service area where services can
be traded
Determine project start date and crediting period (life of the credit)
If purchasing credits, determine eligibility to purchase
Complete and submit validation checklist
Receive project validation from approved Validation Lead

GCP REFERENCE(S):

GCP Section 2-1

Table E-2. Upland Habitat Considerations for Selecting and Validating a Project Site
Credit Type

Eligible Sites

Prairie
Existing prairie habitat with
native prairie species - or historic prairie - or identified by a Habitat
Conservation Plan as actual
or potential prairie habitat
(no minimum acreage)

Eligible
Protect or enhance existing
Conservation prairie habitat
Actions
Restore prairie habitat
Habitat loss
Eligible
Altered vegetation
Impacts
Altered disturbance
regimes

Oak
At least one oak tree per
acre - and - the ground
cover between the oaks is
not dominated by
pavement, lawn, or row
crops (minimum 1 acre)

Protect or enhance
existing oak habitat
Restore oak habitat
Habitat loss
Altered vegetation
Altered disturbance
regimes
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Sagebrush / Sage Grouse
Site contains >1 acre of
sagebrush - or - sagebrush
was historically dominant –
or - the site has been used
by Greater Sage-grouse for
any purpose as documented
by a qualified observer
(minimum 1 acre)
Protect or enhance existing
sagebrush habitat
Restore sagebrush habitat
Habitat loss
Altered vegetation
Altered disturbance regimes
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Elements to
include in
Project
Design
and/or Site
Map

Service Area
Project Start
Date
Crediting
Period (Life
of the
Credit)

Buyer
Eligibility

Validation
Lead
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Prairie
 Farm roads and trails
subject to use by farm
vehicles or equipment
 Farm operation areas
(e.g., fields, animal
feeding areas, equipment
storage areas) and types
of activities/crops
 Known locations of
problematic invasive
plants and weed
populations

Oak
 Farm roads and trails
subject to use by farm
vehicles or equipment
 Farm operation areas
(e.g., fields, animal
feeding areas,
equipment storage
areas) and types of
activities/crops
 Known locations of
problematic invasive
plants and weed
populations

Eco-region *
Recording date of
easement or start date of
enhancement/restoration
work
Perpetual; 20 years for
voluntary credits

Eco-region *
Recording date of
easement or start date of
enhancement/restoration
work
Perpetual; 20 years for
voluntary credits

Approved mitigation plan
from U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service

All voluntary buyers;
Compliance buyers only
eligible on approval from
relevant agencies

U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service; Oregon
Department of Fish and
Wildlife

Willamette Partnership**

Sagebrush / Sage Grouse
 Any water features on the
property
 Farm roads and trails
subject to use by farm
vehicles or equipment
 Farm operation areas (e.g.,
fields, animal feeding
areas, equipment storage
areas) and types of
activities/crops
 Known locations of
problematic invasive
plants and weed
populations
Eco-region *
Start date of
enhancement/restoration
work
Perpetual; 20 years for
voluntary credits

All voluntary buyers;
Compliance buyers only
eligible on approval from
relevant agencies (e.g.
Oregon Department of Fish
and Wildlife or County)
Willamette Partnership**

* Use The Nature Conservancy’s Eco-Regional Plan to determine eco-region. This is the default service
area and may be altered with compelling reasons.
** The Sagebrush credit protocol and quantification method has not been formally adopted by relevant
agencies including OR Department of Fish and Wildlife or U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. For use as
credits in a compliance context, relevant agencies will also be involved in validation.
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E-3 CALCULATE CREDITS

This section provides the specific considerations for calculating upland habitat credits. Follow the steps
below and consult the corresponding GCP Section for more information on that particular step. Table 2
contains the specific considerations for upland habitat credits at this particular phase.
STEPS:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

REFERENCE(S):

Determine pre-project condition by collecting office and field data and
entering data into the habitat calculator
Determine extent of “uplift” or impact to site (post-project results) using
habitat calculator
Ensure any conservation activities meet quality standards
Calculate net gains and losses of ecosystem function (this is considered your
credit or your debit)
If credits are to be traded (bought or sold), determine reserve pool
contributions
If credits are to be traded (bought or sold), complete an agency banking
agreement

GCP Section 2-2

Table E-3. Upland Habitat Considerations
Credit Type

Office Data

Prairie
 Aerial image(s)
 Existing site map(s)
 Existing vegetation data
 Documents or
databases identifying
species of concern or
priority areas
 Interview with site
manager

Oak
 Aerial image(s)
 Existing site map(s)
 Range map for oak
species
 Existing vegetation data
 Documents or
databases identifying
species of concern or
priority areas
 Interview with site
manager
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Sagebrush / Sage Grouse
 Aerial image(s)
 Existing site map(s)
 Existing vegetation data
 Documents or databases
identifying species of
concern or priority areas
 Ecological site (from
NRCS database)
 Interview with site
manager
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Credit Type

Field Data

Field Sampling
Method
Timing of Field
Data Collection
Assessment Time
(estimated)
Quality Standards

Calculating Debits
(Impacts)

Calculating
Credits (Uplift)

Reserve Pool
Considerations/
Priority Areas

Prairie
 Land cover
 Vegetation composition
 Native and non-native
species composition
 Context and
connectivity
 Risks
 Species presence
 Management actions
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May to mid-June

Oak
 Land cover
 Vegetation composition
 Invasive and noninvasive species
composition
 Context and
connectivity
 Risks
 Species presence
 Management actions
Optional use of randomly
placed plots for
vegetation cover
Any time

~4 hours for a 30-acre
site for field data
collection
Defined on a case-by-case
basis; Standards in
development
Debits are determined by
computing the difference
in the pre- vs. postproject scores generated
through the habitat
calculator. Usually, postproject scores are
assumed to be zero for
most development
actions.
Credits are determined
using only the postconservation action
score. (See note below)

~4 hours for a 30-acre
site for field data
collection
Defined on a case-by-case
basis; Standards in
development
Debits are determined by
computing the difference
in the pre- vs. postproject scores generated
through the habitat
calculator. Usually, postproject scores are
assumed to be zero for
most development
actions.
Credits are determined
using only the postconservation action
score. (See note below)

Prairie priorities include
areas identified in the
Willamette Valley
Synthesis Map

Oak priorities include
areas identified in the
Willamette Valley
Synthesis Map

Optional use of 30m2
plots for vegetation cover
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Sagebrush / Sage Grouse
 Vegetation composition
and structure
 Vegetation diversity
 Invasive and noninvasive species
composition
 Context and connectivity
 Risks
 Species presence
Four 50m transects for
vegetation cover
May to June (or a month
later at higher elevations)
~4 hours for a 30-acre site
for field data collection
Defined on a case-by-case
basis; Standards in
development
Debits are determined by
computing the difference
in the pre- vs. post-project
scores generated through
the habitat calculator.
Usually, post-project
scores are assumed to be
zero for most
development actions.
Credits are determined by
computing the difference
in the pre- vs. post-project
scores generated through
the habitat calculator.
Sagebrush/Sage Grouse
priorities include areas
identified in the
Willamette Valley
Synthesis Map
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Credit Type
Prairie
Oak
Sagebrush / Sage Grouse
Agency Leads (for U.S. Fish and Wildlife
OR Department of Fish
OR Department of Fish
approval of
Service; OR Department
and Wildlife; U.S. Fish
and Wildlife; U.S. Fish and
mitigation
of Fish and Wildlife
and Wildlife Service
Wildlife Service
agreement)
A Note on generating Prairie and Oak Credits: Prairie and oak credits are determined using only the
post-project, future conditions. For instance, a conservation easement placed on a high quality oak
savannah would receive the same benefits/credits as a project that restores a low quality savannah to a
high quality oak savannah. This emphasizes preservation of existing high quality prairie and oak habitat
and is different than credits like water quality, where benefits/credits are quantified by subtracting the
pre-project condition from the post restoration condition to favor restoration actions.

CURRENT QUANTIFICATION METHODS
All upland habitat credits are quantified using rapid visual assessment methodologies that produce
scores on habitat quality and ecosystem function. Current approved quantification methods have been
tested for application in the Northwest. If these quantification methods are to be used in other
geographies, some modifications may be necessary.
As new upland habitat quantification methods are developed, or existing ones are modified, they will be
added to this Appendix. Each quantification method comes with a user’s guide and a calculator. The user
collects information specified in the user’s guide and inputs it into the calculator to quantify upland
habitat function(s). Links for the user’s guide and calculator are provided for each quantification
method.

Prairie Habitat: Counting on the Environment Prairie Habitat Quantification Method
This method was developed by Paul Adamus, in consultation with a focus group of prairie experts, and is
intended to provide a rapid assessment of the habitat quality of a localized area containing (or
potentially containing) prairie habitat. The current metric was designed to be applicable to prairie
habitat in the Puget Sound Eco-trough and Willamette Valley. It may also be applicable to other prairie
habitat with the proper modifications. The metric produces a functional score for upland prairie
between 0 and 1 that is used to weight acreage to generate functional acres as a unit of trade. The
Prairie Habitat Quantification Method Protocol and Calculator can be accessed using the following link:

User’s Guide
Calculator

http://willamettepartnership.org/ecosystem-creditaccounting/prairie/copy_of_upland-prairie-habitat

Oak Habitat: Counting on the Environment Oak Habitat Metric
This method was developed by the Defenders of Wildlife in consultation with a focus group of oak
experts, and is intended to provide a rapid assessment of the habitat quality of a localized area
containing (or potentially containing) oak habitat. The current metric was designed to be applicable
primarily to western Oregon and Washington. It may also be applicable to California and other parts of
the western United States that support a predominance of oak woodland or oak savanna. The output for
the calculator is the Oak Habitat Quality Score, which is then used to determine functional acres. Credits
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are traded in functional acres. The Oak Habitat Metric User’s Guide and Calculator can be accessed using
the following link:

User’s Guide
Calculator

http://willamettepartnership.org/ecosystem-credit-accounting/oakwoodlands/oak-woodland-habitat

Sagebrush/Sage Grouse Habitat: Counting on the Environment Sagebrush/Sage Grouse
Habitat Metric
This method was developed by the Defenders of Wildlife, in consultation with a focus group of
sagebrush/sage grouse experts, and is intended to provide a rapid assessment of the habitat quality of a
localized area containing (or potentially containing) sagebrush vegetation. The current metric was
designed to be applicable mainly to Oregon. It may be applicable in other parts of the western United
States, but testing has not occurred outside of the State of Oregon. The sage grouse calculator was
developed for the Greater Sage-grouse and has not been field tested for any other sage grouse species.
The outputs for the metric are the: (1) Sagebrush Ecosystem Quality Score; and, (2) Sage Grouse Habitat
Quality Score. Credits are traded in functional acres. The Sagebrush/Sage Grouse Habitat Metric User’s
Guide and Calculator can be accessed using the following link:

User’s Guide
Calculator

http://willamettepartnership.org/ecosystem-creditaccounting/sagebrush-sage-grouse/sagebrush-sage-grouse-habitat-metric

E-4 VERIFY & CERTIFY CREDITS

This section provides the specific considerations for verifying and certifying upland habitat credits.
Follow the steps below and consult the corresponding GCP Section for more information on that
particular step. Table 3 contains the specific considerations for upland habitat credits at this particular
phase.
STEPS:

REFERENCE(S):

1) Pre-project calculations, post-project estimates and debits/credits are verified
by an independent verifier using a Verification Report
2) Information is reviewed and approved by certification lead
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Table E-4. Upland Habitat Considerations
Credit Type
Verification
Lead
Certification
Lead

Prairie
Willamette Partnership
verifiers
Will vary by program.
Contact Willamette
Partnership.

Oak
Willamette Partnership
verifiers
Will vary by program.
Contact Willamette
Partnership.

Sagebrush / Sage Grouse
Willamette Partnership
verifiers
Will vary by program.
Contact Willamette
Partnership.

E-5 REGISTER & ISSUE CREDITS

This section provides the specific considerations for registering and issuing upland habitat credits.
Follow the steps below and consult the corresponding GCP Section for more information on that
particular step. Table 4 contains the specific considerations for upland habitat credits at this particular
phase.
STEPS:
1)
2)

REFERENCE(S):

Information is reviewed by Willamette Partnership and credits are
released either immediately or in phases
Credits are registered on Markit Registry with approval and assistance
of Willamette Partnership

GCP Section 2-4

Table E-5. Upland Habitat Considerations
Credit Type

Immediate
Release

Phased
Release

Prairie
Credits for prairie
preservation are released
immediately
No more than 30% of the
total credits for prairie
enhancement and
restoration can be
released in advance
Remaining credits for
prairie enhancement and
restoration are released in
phases

Oak
Credits for oak
preservation are released
immediately
No more than 30% of the
total credits for oak
enhancement and
restoration can be
released in advance
Remaining credits for oak
enhancement and
restoration are released in
phases
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Sagebrush / Sage Grouse
No more than 30% of the total
credits for sagebrush/Sage
Grouse enhancement and
restoration can be released in
advance

Remaining credits for
sagebrush/Sage Grouse
enhancement and restoration
are released in phases
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E-6 ONGOING VERIFICATION, TRACKING & TRANSFER

This section provides the specific considerations for ongoing verification and tracking of upland habitat
credits. Follow the steps below and consult the corresponding GCP Section for more information on that
particular step. Table 5 contains the specific considerations for upland habitat credits at this particular
phase.
STEPS:

REFERENCE(S):

1) Project is verified on an ongoing basis for the life of the credit
2) Credits are released in phases as project is verified
3) If allowed, credits may be sold or transferred in accordance with specific
requirements outlined below
4) Determine and document regulatory liability and/or contractual liability

GCP Section 2-6

Table E-6. Upland Habitat Considerations
Credit Type
Ongoing
verification
lead?
Can credits be
traded/resold?
Who approves
trades?
Who holds
liability?

Prairie
Willamette Partnership
verifiers

Oak
Willamette Partnership
verifiers

Sagebrush / Sage Grouse
Willamette Partnership
verifiers

Yes, if the credits have not
been retired
Lead permitting agency
(e.g. County government)
Project Developer holds
liability until it is
transferred to a long-term
steward, at which point
liability is covered by the
Reserve Pool

Yes, if the credits have not
been retired
Lead permitting agency
(e.g. County government)
Project Developer holds
liability until it is
transferred to a long-term
steward, at which point
liability is covered by the
Reserve Pool

Yes, if the credits have not
been retired
Lead permitting agency
(e.g. County government)
Project Developer holds
liability until it is
transferred to a long-term
steward, at which point
liability is covered by the
Reserve Pool
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APPENDIX F: WATER QUALITY PROTOCOL
F-1 PURPOSE
The purpose of this document is to provide information specific to the generation of credits for water quality
improvements. This appendix is meant to supplement the General Crediting Protocol by providing information
specific to the use of the water quality quantification methods and credit generation procedures. The current
quantification methods for water quality include:
Table F-1. Water Quality Credit Quantification Methods

Nitrogen

Method
Oregon DEQ
Shade-a-lator
Versions 6.3,7, 8.0.5,
and 8.08
Nutrient Tracking Tool

Phosphorous

Nutrient Tracking Tool

Thermal

Purpose
Assesses water quality improvements
(reductions in thermal load)

Tradable Units
kilocalories

Assesses water quality improvements
(reductions in Nitrogen)
Assesses water quality improvements
(reductions in Phosphorous)

lbs
lbs

The water quality quantification methods can be used by Project Developers to generate credits that are traded
in compliance or voluntary markets. The methods can be used by Buyers to quantify water quantity impacts and
estimate the credits that may be necessary to offset those impacts. The methods can also be used for any of the
following objectives, which may or may not include the generation of credits:







Establish a pre-project assessment of site performance relative to water quality;
Assess the impacts of development on site performance relative to water quality;
Assess the equivalency of areas as part of land exchange transactions and offsite mitigation;
Quantify ecological benefits of conservation or management actions;
Prioritize sites for management actions, regulation, or preservation; and,
Monitor change in site performance over time.

Use of the General Crediting Protocol and this appendix will vary in accordance with the objectives of the user.
Users generating or purchasing compliance-grade credits are required to take the following information into
consideration during the crediting process. Users who are consulting this document for more informal purposes
will find some information useful while other information may not be appropriate. Willamette Partnership, the
Market Administrator, is available to provide technical assistance as necessary and appropriate.
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F-2 SELECT & VALIDATE SITE

This section provides the specific considerations for selecting and validating a site that will generate water
quality credits. Follow the steps below and consult the corresponding GCP Section for more information on that
particular step. Table 1 contains the specific considerations for water quality credits at this particular phase.
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)

Steps:
Define project boundary and map units
Determine eligible sites, eligible impacts and/or eligible conservation actions
Determine if site is eligible for credit generation and trading
If credits are to be traded, determine eligible service area where services can
be traded
Determine project start date and crediting period (life of the credit)
If purchasing credits, determine eligibility to purchase
Complete and submit validation checklist
Receive project validation from approved Validation Lead

GCP Reference(s):

GCP Section 2-1

Table F-2. Water Quality Considerations
Credit Type
Eligible Sites

Thermal
Riparian areas

Nitrogen
Farm fields & riparian areas

Eligible Conservation
Actions

Structural Practices
 Plant native vegetation

Eligible Impacts

NPDES permitted
discharges; In-water work
authorized by 401
certifications

Structural Practices
 Plant native vegetation
 Fencing/animal exclusion
Management Practices
 Cover crops
 Crop rotation
 Conservation tillage
 Nutrient management
 Filter strips
NPDES permitted
discharges; In-water work
authorized by 401
certifications

Phosphorous
Farm fields & riparian
areas
Structural Practices
 Plant native vegetation
 Fencing/animal exclusion
Management Practices
 Cover crops
 Crop rotation
 Conservation tillage
 Nutrient management
 Filter strips
NPDES permitted
discharges; In-water work
authorized by 401
certifications
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Credit Type
Thermal
Elements to include in  Streams and other
waterways on the
Project Design and/or
property
Site Map
 Diversion structures,
irrigation ponds, canals,
impoundments or dams
 Riparian buffers—map
includes approximate
width of existing buffer,
length of riparian
continuity (areas where
there is contiguous
vegetation free from
intrusions from roads,
utilities and other
clearings).
 Known locations of
problematic invasive
plants and weed
populations
 Other current or
previous restoration or
conservation work
overlapping or adjacent
to the project area.

Nitrogen
 Streams and other
waterways on the
property
 Diversion structures,
irrigation ponds, canals,
impoundments or dams
 Riparian buffers (map
includes approximate
width of existing buffer,
length of riparian
continuity)
 Stream crossings crossing should be
labeled by type, size, and
material (e.g., 48-inch
corrugated metal pipe
[CMP] culvert)
 Any known existing
stream and river levees,
riprap placement, or
other bank
reinforcements and
stabilization projects
 Farm roads and trails
subject to use by farm
vehicles or equipment
 Stormwater and erosion
control BMP’s (e.g.,
swales, filter strips,
drainage ditches)
 Wetlands and any
vegetated buffers
 Natural springs
 Farm operation areas
(e.g., fields, animal
feeding areas,
equipment storage
areas) and types of crops
 Steep slopes, bare soils
or other highly erodible
land

Additionality

BMP not required by
regulation, legal or
contractual obligation, or
agency order; Change in
management from past 10
years

Restoration not required by
regulation, legal or
contractual obligation, or
agency order; Beyond
passive restoration

Phosphorous
 Streams and other
waterways on the
property
 Diversion structures,
irrigation ponds, canals,
impoundments, dams
 Riparian buffers (map
includes approximate
width of existing buffer,
length of riparian
continuity)
 Stream crossings crossing should be
labeled by type, size,
and material (e.g., 48inch corrugated metal
pipe culvert)
 Any known existing
stream and river levees,
riprap placement, or
other bank
reinforcements and
stabilization projects
 Farm roads and trails
subject to use by farm
vehicles or equipment
 Stormwater and erosion
control BMP’s (e.g.,
swales, filter strips,
drainage ditches)
 Wetlands and any
vegetated buffers
 Natural springs
 Farm operation areas
(e.g., fields, animal
feeding areas,
equipment storage
areas) and types of
crops
 Steep slopes, bare soils
or other highly erodible
land
BMP not required by
regulation, legal or
contractual obligation, or
agency order; Change in
management from past 10
years
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Credit Type
Suitability

Thermal
Adjacent to permanent
surface water; See riparian
planting addenda

Sustainability

20 years for structural
practice; Stewardship plan
and costs for maintenance
over that time

Service Area

See TMDL (typically
upstream of point of
maximum impact)
Start date for plantings

Project Start Date
Crediting Life
Buyer Eligibility

Validation Lead

20 years, or the life of the
project
NPDES permit holder with
agency-approved trading
plan
Willamette Partnership
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Nitrogen
Adjacent to permanent
surface water; No
significant adverse impacts
on other ecosystem
services; See relevant BMP
addenda
5-year contract for cultural
practices and 20 years for
structural practices;
Stewardship plan and costs
for maintenance over that
time
See TMDL (typically
upstream of waterbody of
concern)
Start date of BMP
installation

Phosphorous
Adjacent to permanent
surface water; No
significant adverse impacts
on other ecosystem
services; See relevant BMP
addenda
5-year contract for cultural
practices and 20 years for
structural practices;
Stewardship plan and costs
for maintenance over that
time
See TMDL typically
(upstream of waterbody of
concern)
Start date of BMP
installation

life of the project, ≥1 year

life of the project, ≥1 year

NPDES permit holder with
agency-approved trading
plan
Willamette Partnership

NPDES permit holder with
agency-approved trading
plan
Willamette Partnership
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F-3 CALCULATE CREDITS

This section provides the specific considerations for calculating water quality credits. Follow the steps below and
consult the corresponding GCP Section for more information on that particular step. Table 2 contains the
specific considerations for water quality credits at this particular phase.

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

Steps:
Determine pre-project site conditions by collecting office and field data
and entering data into the credit calculator
Determine extent of “uplift” or impact to site (post-project results) using
the credit calculator
Ensure any conservation activities meet quality standards
Calculate net gains and losses of ecosystem function (this is considered
your credit or your debit)
If credits are to be traded (bought or sold), determine reserve pool
contributions
As necessary, complete an agency banking agreement

Reference(s):

GCP Section 2-2

Table F-3. Water Quality Considerations
Credit Type
Office Data Needs

Field Data

Field Sampling
Method
Timing of Field Data
Collection
Trading Ratios
Quality Standards

Thermal
 Aerial image(s)
 Digital Elevation Model
 TTools
 Vegetation type/height
 Canopy closure
 Bankfull and wetted
width
 Aspect
Visual assessment of
indicators
Any time, or consistent
with TMDL critical period
(e.g., low flow)
2:1 for all trades
See riparian planting
addenda

Nitrogen
 Aerial image(s)
 Soils
 Climate
 Crop(s) & rotation
 Fertilizer type and use
 Irrigation
 Best management
practices
Visual assessment of
indicators
Any time, or consistent with
TMDL critical period (e.g.,
low flow)
2:1 for all trades
See BMP addenda where
available, or NRCS practice
sheets

Phosphorous
 Aerial image(s)
 Soils
 Climate
 Crop(s) & rotation
 Fertilizer type and use
 Irrigation
 Best management
practices
Visual assessment of
indicators
Any time, or consistent with
TMDL critical period (e.g.,
low flow)
2:1 for all trades
See BMP addenda where
available, or NRCS practice
sheets
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Credit Type
Agency Lead (for
approval of credits
in permit)

Thermal
EPA or designated state
water quality agency
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Nitrogen
EPA or designated state
water quality agency

Phosphorous
EPA or designated state
water quality agency

CURRENT QUANTIFICATION METHODS
All water quality credits are quantified using models that can be applied at the project scale. Shade-a-lator been
tested for application in the Northwest, and Nutrient Tracking Tool has been tested in Oregon. If these methods
are to be used in other geographies, some modifications and state-specific approval processes may be
necessary.
As new water quality quantification methods are developed, or existing ones are modified, they will be added to
this Appendix. Each quantification method comes with a user’s guide and a calculator. The user collects
information specified in the user’s guide and inputs it into the calculator to quantify water pollution
reduction(s). Links for the user’s guide and calculator are provided for each quantification method.

Thermal: Shade-a-lator in Heat Source Model Versions 6.3, 7, 8.0.5, and 8.0.8
Shade-a-lator estimates the amount of the sun’s thermal energy (reported in kilocalories/day) deflected from
reaching a stream by restoring riparian vegetation. The Heat Source model that contains the Shade-a-lator tool
is maintained by the Oregon Department of Environmental Quality (Oregon DEQ), and there are several versions
in use. Version 6.3 can easily accept field-collected data. Version 8.0.5 requires spatial analysis using desktop GIS
tools and can accommodate LiDAR data, where available. Shade-a-lator is run once for pre-project conditions
and again for vegetation conditions anticipated when the plantings have fully matured. Other quantification
methods are in development for adding instream flow. The Heat Source Version 7 Model User’s Guide,
developed by Oregon DEQ, provides the mathematical basis for all versions of the Shade-a-lator tool. Protocols
and field data sheets for applying the tool have been developed by the Willamette Partnership.
The User’s Guide, protocols, field data sheets and calculator can be accessed using the following links:

User’s Guide and
Calculator

http://www.deq.state.or.us/wq/tmdls/tools.htm

Protocol and
Field Data Sheets

http://willamettepartnership.org/ecosystem-credit-accounting/waterquality/copy_of_water-quality-temperature

The following documentation should be submitted prior to verification of Shade-a-lator credit calculations:Preproject maps and data:
•
•

•

Aerial imagery
Pre-project TTools inputs:
•
stream centerline shapefile,
•
right bank shapefile, left bank shapefile,
•
bare earth DEM, highest hit DEM, pre-project vegetation
•
height raster
Pre-project TTools outputs:
•
centerline nodes shapefile
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centerline nodes attribute spreadsheet in .xls format
Shade-a-lator files: Pre-project Shade-a-lator file including output .txt files
•

•

As-built maps and data:
•
•

•

•
•

Planting list
As-built TTools inputs:
o future vegetation height rasters (both files: discrete and mosaiced with pre-project vegetation
height)
As-built TTools outputs:
o centerline nodes shapefile
o centerline nodes attribute spreadsheet in .xls format
Shade-a-lator files:
o As-built Shade-a-lator file including output .txt files
Final Credit Estimate Files:
o Combined pre-project/as-built kilocalorie calculation spreadsheet

Nitrogen: Nutrient Tracking Tool Version 0811
Phosphorous: Nutrient Tracking Tool Version 0811
Nutrient Tracking Tool (NTT) is the web-based interface for the Agricultural Policy Extender Model (APEX). APEX
is a runoff-based model that quantifies the edge-of-field reductions in nitrogen, phosphorous, and sediment
resulting from changes in crop cover, fertilizer inputs, and conservation practices. The model also quantifies
changes in crop output. The model is maintained by both NRCS and the Texas Institute for Applied
Environmental Research. It has currently been set up for use in Oregon, Ohio, and Maryland. To be applied in
other geographies, crop management files need to be uploaded and model outputs need to be calibrated. NTT
produces output in both total nutrients by year, but also provides information on different forms of nutrients
and monthly estimates. NTT should be run on farm fields that are adjacent to perennial streams and other water
bodies. Those fields should have the same crop cover and management. Drainage across the field should drain
directly through conservation practices. For farms with multiple crops, multi-directional flows, etc. may need to
process several NTT model runs to estimate water quality credits. NTT includes more practices than are eligible
to generate credits (e.g., wetlands), but these practices have not yet been adequately validated to produce
confident results for crediting. The Nutrient Tracking Tool can be accessed using the following links:
User’s Guide

http://willamettepartnership.org/ecosystem-credit-accounting/nutrienttracking-tool/nutrient-tracking-tool

Calculator

http://nn.tarleton.edu/NTTWebARS/

F-4 VERIFY & CERTIFY CREDITS
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This section provides the specific considerations for verifying and certifying water quality credits. Follow the
steps below and consult the corresponding GCP Section for more information on that particular step. Table 3
contains the specific considerations for water quality credits at this particular phase.
1)
2)

Steps:
Pre-project calculations, post-project estimates and debits/credits are
verified by an independent verifier using a Verification Report
Information is reviewed and approved by certification lead

Reference(s):
GCP Section 2-3

Table F-4. Water Quality Considerations
Credit Type
Verification
Lead
Certification
Lead

Thermal
Willamette Partnership
verifiers
Willamette Partnership

Nitrogen
Willamette Partnership
verifiers
Willamette Partnership

Phosphorous
Willamette Partnership
verifiers
Willamette Partnership

F-5 REGISTER & ISSUE CREDITS

This section provides the specific considerations for registering and issuing water quality credits. Follow the
steps below and consult the corresponding GCP Section for more information on that particular step. Table 4
contains the specific considerations for water quality credits at this particular phase.
1)
2)

Steps:
Information is reviewed by Willamette Partnership and credits are
released either immediately or in phases
Credits are registered on Markit Registry with approval and assistance
of Willamette Partnership

Reference(s):
GCP Section 2-4

Table F-5. Water Quality Considerations
Credit Type
Immediate
Credit
Releases
Phased
Credit
Releases

Thermal
100% on planting

Nitrogen
100% on installation of
practices

Phosphorous
100% on installation of
practices

Not applicable

Not applicable

Not applicable
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F-6 ONGOING VERIFICATION, TRACKING & TRANSFER

This section provides the specific considerations for registering and issuing water quality credits. Follow the
steps below and consult the corresponding GCP Section for more information on that particular step. Table 4
contains the specific considerations for water quality credits at this particular phase.
Steps:
1) Project is verified on an ongoing basis for the life of the credit
2) If allowed, credits may be sold or transferred in accordance with specific
requirements outlined below
3) Determine and document regulatory liability and/or contractual liability

Reference(s):
GCP Section 2-5

Table F-6. Water Quality Considerations
Credit Type
Ongoing Verification
Lead?
Can credits be resold?
Who approves trades?
Who holds liability?

Thermal
Willamette Partnership
verifiers
Yes
State water quality agency
Buyer retains regulatory
liability

Nitrogen
Willamette Partnership
verifiers
Yes
State water quality agency
Buyer retains regulatory
liability

Phosphorous
Willamette Partnership
verifiers
Yes
State water quality agency
Buyer retains regulatory
liability
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F-7 GEOGRAPHIC VARIATIONS
This section provides the specific considerations for applying the quantification methods and generating water
quality credits in different geographies.
Table F-7. Geographic Considerations for Water Quality Credits
Credit Type
Service Areas

Klamath
Rogue
Willamette
Lower
Columbia
Minimum
Quality
Standards
All
Agency Lead
(for credits in
NPDES
permits)
Klamath
Rogue
Willamette
Lower
Columbia

Thermal
As directed by agency lead
(typically in the TMDL,
upstream of point of
maximum impact)
Upstream of POMI, as
defined by the TMDL
Upstream of POMI, as
defined by the TMDL
Upstream of POMI, as
defined by the TMDL
Lower Columbia (HUC
17080006)
See riparian planting addenda

Nitrogen
As directed by agency lead
(typically in the TMDL)

Phosphorous
As directed by agency lead
(typically in the TMDL)

See Reporting Zones Map in
Figure 1.1
As directed by agency lead

See Reporting Zones Map in
Figure 1.1
As directed by agency lead

As directed by agency lead

As directed by agency lead

As directed by agency lead

As directed by agency lead

See BMP addenda tied to
NRCS practice sheets

See BMP addenda tied to
NRCS practice sheets

Addenda will include differences in quality standards by geography
EPA or designated state
EPA or designated state
EPA or designated state water
water quality agency
water quality agency
quality agency

North Coast Regional Water Quality Control Board; Oregon DEQ
Oregon DEQ
Oregon DEQ
Oregon DEQ
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ADDENDUM 1: MINIMUM QUALITY STANDARDS FOR RIPARIAN PLANTING
February 2016

INTRODUCTION
The following is intended to serve as revised performance standards (Section I) and recommendations (Appendix
A) for riparian restoration projects generating credits under the Willamette Partnership Ecosystem Credit
Accounting System. The original standards were developed through collaboration with riparian restoration
experts in the Willamette and Rogue Basins and have since been applied in those watersheds, as well as
Oregon’s John Day and North Coast watersheds. The standards have continued to evolve between their first
application in 2011 and presently in 2016. Through that time, additional input and review was solicited from
entities that operate throughout Oregon representing expertise in agricultural production, riparian restoration,
and mitigation.
In 2015, Willamette Partnership engaged in robust discussions regarding how to more efficiently achieve a high
level of confidence regarding riparian site condition through the use of revised performance standards. The
metrics in this performance standard were selected to achieve four key criteria: 1) Science-based and credible;
2) Transparent and replicable; 3) Efficient and practical to apply; and 4) Applicable to a range of environmental
conditions.
These revised performance criteria have been informed by reference site data from higher-quality riparian
forests in multiple watersheds across Oregon, representing a range of ecoregions and precipitation patterns.
Metric selection was also informed by experience monitoring credit-generating riparian revegetation projects in
accordance with Willamette Partnership’s 2011 draft riparian performance standards, review of relevant
literature, and comparison to other riparian revegetation monitoring standards and programs. Documentation
for the revisions incorporated herein is available upon request. Alternate criteria will be considered where
supported by robust documentation of reference site conditions.

A1-1 PERFORMANCE STANDARDS FOR RIPARIAN REVEGETATION PROJECTS GENERATING
CREDITS
A. Definitions

28

Canopy Closure1:

Canopy closure is an upward-looking point estimate of the coverage
of a forest canopy, and may be measured in the field with a spherical
densiometer (also called a mirror optometer) or by analyzing upwardlooking hemispherical photographs.

Cover (or Absolute Cover)28:

Cover is a downward-looking measure of the percentage of the
ground surface covered by living plant leaves and stems. Areas not
covered by vegetation are counted as unvegetated substrate. Total

Jennings, Brown, and Sheil. 1999. Assessing forest canopies and understory illumination: canopy closure, canopy cover, and other
measures. Forestry, Vol. 71, No.1, pp-59-73.
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cover may be greater than 100% if species are present in multiple
strata (i.e., tree, shrub and herbaceous layers).
Cover (Canopy):

Absolute cover as viewed from above tree height.

Cover (Native Shrub and Vine): Absolute cover as viewed from beneath tree height.
Hydrologic zones29:

Hydrozones, or hydrologic zones, are areas of relatively homogenous
flood frequency, water table height, patterns of water transfer, and
other hydrological characteristics, particularly those that affect plants.

Invasive Species:

A plant species should automatically be labeled as invasive if it
appears on the current Oregon Department of Agriculture Noxious
Weed list, plus known problem species including Mentha pulegium
(pennyroyal) and Elaeagnus angustifolia (Russian Olive).

Project year:

Project year is measured as the number of completed growing
seasons following initial verification, starting at 0.For example, where
plantings are installed in the winter, the following fall would be
considered the beginning of project year 1, because the plantings
have gone through 1 spring and summer growing season.

Sampling:

Data will be collected using a standard random sampling method.
Radial plots, rectangular plots, and belt transect methods are
acceptable.

Shrub3:

A perennial woody plant that is usually multi-stemmed and normally
grows to heights of 16 feet or less.

Tree30:

A perennial woody plant, usually with a single stem or few stems, that
normally grows to a height greater than 16 feet.

Vine3:

A twining or climbing plant with relatively long stems. Vines may be
herbaceous or woody.

B. Project Design
1. A project area includes the entire area, geospatially delineated, for which the Project Developer
seeks shade credit. Project areas must border a river or stream with perennial flow.31
2. The Project Developer shall characterize reference sites to support project design.
a. Reference Site Selection Requirements:
i.
Reference sites must be located within the same Fifth Field HUC (HUC5)32 and be
within 50% of the elevations of the highest and lowest anticipated project areas.33

29

Chen et al. 2010. GIS-based Spatial Hydrological Zoning for Sustainable Water Management of Irrigation Areas. International
Environmental Modelling and Software Society (iEMSs) 2010 International Congress on Environmental Modelling and Software
Modelling for Environment’s Sake, Fifth Biennial Meeting, Ottawa, Canada.
30 Definitions from USDA, http://plants.usda.gov/growth_habits_def.html.
31 The ecological value of intermittent systems and their contribution toward watershed health is recognized; however, at this time,
Willamette Partnership is not able to reflect the inherent ecological diversity in intermittent stream systems. Furthermore, Willamette
Partnership is not aware of a method for developing reference sites for intermittent streams.
32 www.oregon.gov/DSL/PERMITS/docs/huc5.pdf.
33 This range is calculated as (lowest elevation – (lowest elevation* 0.5)) through (highest elevation + (highest elevation* 0.5)).
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As possible, reference sites should be consistent with the soils and/or substrate,
hydrology, and geology of the project site.
Reference sites should support either a naturally regenerating or established
appropriate vegetative community within the active riparian area of a river or
stream, including the area within 75 feet of the river or stream, or otherwise to best
reflect hydrozones at the site.
The reference site must extend over at least 10,000 contiguous square feet (0.23
acres) and be representative of the typical vegetation and substrate.
Reference site riparian communities must support at least 5 native woody species,
and trees must have an average minimum height of at least 10 feet, unless the
typical mature plant community for the setting and substrate is documented
otherwise.
Total cover of invasive species should not exceed 20%.
A minimum of two reference sites is required for each HUC5 in which projects are
located.34

The Project Developer must detail its reference site search and selection protocol, the
process it went through in seeking references sites consistent with all of these criteria, and
note how the best suitable sites were selected.
If the Project Developer is unable to find a reference site consistent with all of these criteria,
Willamette Partnership will approve use of alternate criteria where justified and
documented.
b. Reference site data collection: The Project Developer must collect reference site data and
identify site locations, as well as plots or transects where applicable, using GPS or GIS and a
representative photo. Data from each survey must be maintained and made available upon
request, and summary data should be provided in the Project Design.
Data collected must include the following information for each reference site, at a
minimum:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

GPS coordinates and datum;
data collection date(s);
collector name;
percent cover of native shrubs and woody vines, by species;35 or stem density of
native shrubs and woody vines;
density of trees;
percent canopy cover or closure;
percent cover invasive woody species;
percent cover invasive herbaceous species;
woody plant species list; and
invasive species list and relative abundances.

The Sample Riparian Revegetation Monitoring Protocol (Appendix A. Section 3) and an associated
Sample Monitoring Data Collection Form (available upon request) are provided as examples
illustrating appropriate protocols for collecting data on reference conditions. Willamette Partnership
understands that monitoring procedures will vary to suit the needs of each project or program.
34
35

Reference sites may be used for multiple restoration projects within the same HUC5.
Including at least all species with cover >5%.
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Additional examples of monitoring protocols can be found in the Willamette Partnership
Stewardship and Monitoring Plan Example, available at http://willamettepartnership.org/markettools-rules/water-quality. If a Project Developer elects to use their own protocol, it should be made
available to Willamette Partnership upon request.
3. Planting
a. Base plantings on reference site and professional judgment: Plantings must be based on
appropriate plant community determined by local reference sites. It is understood that
Project Developers will also take into account conditions and species present at a
restoration site and utilize their professional judgment when developing a site-specific
planting plan.
b. Use local plant stock if available: Unless otherwise unavailable, the Project Developer
should use only woody plant materials grown from seed, cuttings, or other plant materials
collected from natural populations growing within either the WWETAC Provisional Seed
Zone for Conifer and Shrub Species36 or the EPA Level III Ecoregion37 containing the project
area(s). Seed collection at extreme elevation should be avoided.
C. Performance Standards
1. Monitoring: The Project Developer shall submit monitoring reports that describe site condition,
management actions taken, management actions anticipated, and overall progress toward the
performance criteria below on an annual basis, or as described in the General Crediting Protocol.
Sample monitoring reports are available upon request.
2. Performance Criteria: At the end of the 5th, 10th, 15th, and 20th project year, collected data must
demonstrate that the project area meets the performance criteria shown in Table 1 below.
Alternate project performance criteria will be considered where supported by robust
documentation of reference site conditions. Review and approval of alternate criteria by Willamette
Partnership and appropriate experts approved by Willamette Partnership should occur prior to
initial project verification.

Criteria
EITHER:
1) Mean stem
density of native
shrubs and woody
vines38

TABLE A1.1. PERFORMANCE CRITERIA FOR RIPARIAN PLANTINGS
Performance criteria
Year 5
Meets or exceeds
1600 live native
woody stems per
acre

Year 10

Year 15

Year 20

80% of the native
woody stem
density identified
at the end of the
fifth growing
season

70% of the native
woody stem
density identified
at the end of the
fifth growing
season

Same as
performance criteria
for year 15

OR
2) Site average for
combined native
shrub and woody

Site average for combined native shrub and woody vine cover ≥ 25%

The USDA’s Western Wildland Environmental Threat Assessment Center (WWETAC) is in Prineville, Oregon, www.fs.fed.us/wwetac/.
www.epa.gov/wed/pages/ecoregions/level_iii_iv.htm.
38 Mean woody stem density is determined by counting all live woody stems taller than six inches (regardless of vigor) by species within
reference sites. Count multi-stem species (e.g., Symphoricarpos, Rosa) as one stem per square foot (1’ x 1’).
36
37
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vine cover

% canopy closure
or cover
Native trees/acre
Number of native
woody species
Invasive woody
and herbaceous
cover
Non-native woody
and herbaceous
cover

N/A

N/A

None

(Dry ecoregions)39 ≥ 50 trees/acre
(Wet ecoregions)40 ≥ 100 trees/acre

≥ 25%

At least 5 native woody species present
No greater than 20% cover invasive herbaceous species
No greater than 10% cover invasive woody species
Take and document actions reasonably necessary to evaluate the risk posed to project
site by non-native species, where they are problematic (e.g., Phalaris arundinacea
(Reed canary grass), Hedera helix (English ivy), Ilex aquifolium (English holly)), taking
the steps necessary to control those non-native species such that their presence does
not prevent the successful establishment and propagation of native ecosystem
characteristics and functions. This includes monitoring and reporting % cover of such
species.41

For the purposes of this performance standard, EPA Level III ecoregions in Oregon that are considered to be “dry”: Klamath Mountains,
Blue Mountains, East Cascades, Columbia Basin, Northern Basin and Range.
40 EPA Level III ecoregions in Oregon that are considered to be “wet”: West Cascades, Willamette Valley, Coast Range.
41 In particular, this standard is intended to address Phalaris arundinacea. P. arundinacea was considered for inclusion as an invasive
species; however, given its pervasiveness in western Oregon and the evolving nature of science regarding its role in riparian function,
Willamette Partnership has chosen to forego development of a quantitative standard at this time with the intention to reconsider its status
within the standards by 2020.
39
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A1-2 VOLUNTARY GUIDANCE AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR RIPARIAN REVEGETATION
A. CONSIDERATIONS FOR SUCCESSFUL RIPARIAN REVEGETATION
The following recommendations are based on the experience of riparian restoration professionals from Clean
Water Services in Oregon’s Tualatin River basin.
A. Hydrology: Consider the frequency and duration of water inundation and groundwater
influences. Divide the planting area into hydrologic zones based on elevation and flood period.
Most sites include one or more of the following planting zones with respect to hydrology during
the growing season: Toe (Wet) - standing or flowing water/nearly constant saturation, anaerobic
soils; Bank and Overbank(Moist) - periodically saturated, anaerobic and/or aerobic soils;
Transition (Dry) - infrequent inundation/saturation, if any; aerobic soils.
B. Soils and substrate: Unless soils and/or site substrate is heavily compacted, tilling and disking
disturb soils and are generally unnecessary for successful revegetation and may even encourage
colonization by invasive species.
C. Weeds and Site Context: Consider site preparation and future maintenance needs in light of
characteristics of current vegetation. Consider the current and potential influences of areas
surrounding site (e.g., the introduction of propagules of non-native species) and select
boundaries and all-season access points that facilitate maintenance.
D. Plant Materials: To the extent possible, all plant seed and material should be procured from
nurseries that use sustainable practices defined by organizations like Salmon Safe, Food Alliance,
NRCS, etc. NRCS Plant Materials Centers42 provide resources to guide selection of plant
materials. One to two-year old bare root seedlings yield excellent results at most sites. Bare root
or containerized plants may be used, but the cost of transporting and planting containerized
stock is typically higher. Cuttings from native Salix, Populus, Cornus, Spiraea, Lonicera, and other
species can effectively supplement bare root plantings. Salix, Populus, and Cornus sericea will be
most appropriate on steep streambanks. Consider genetic diversity amongst cuttings, repeated
cuttings from the same individuals may not provide the same benefits in terms of habitat and
resilience in the plant community. Native grass and forb seed can help with erosion and weed
control. Small-stature native grasses are recommended to prevent excessive competition with
planted trees and shrubs for moisture and sunlight. Bare root seedlings should be protected
from freezing and drying during transport and planting.
E. Planting: Planting in curved rows at regular spacing intervals can facilitate maintenance. Planting
season with bare root plants typically lasts from late January to mid-March in Western Oregon.
Fall and spring plantings are also possible if using containerized stock. Plan to inter-plant at
approximately 25 percent of original planting numbers in project year two. When considering
plantings in the zones below the ordinary high water and on point bars, take into account the
geomorphic processes of the stream or river system, as plantings in this area may disrupt
sediment transport processes at the site and downstream. They are also at high risk of loss from
scour.
F. Plant protection: Consider potential for herbivory by beaver, nutria, deer, elk and voles. Select
species and orient planting to reduce losses. In grassy areas, consider spring ring spray for vole
protection and moisture conservation. Voles will not likely girdle plants unless they are under
the cover of grass. In areas with beaver activity, provide sufficient food supplies (willow) near
42

http://www.nrcs.usda.gov/wps/portal/nrcs/main/plantmaterials/pmc/
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den and slide access areas to concentrate herbivory activity. Consider supplemental plant
material stocking during the fall months, when beaver are most active in rebuilding structures.
Some professionals choose to protect existing large trees with a min 4’ welded wire (or higher if
site floods).
G. Maintenance: Visit site regularly. During site establishment, minimum maintenance on most
sites includes one spring ring spray, one summer mow or cut and one fall spot spray. In irrigated
riparian areas, with water rights, irrigation may be an appropriate option during the first two
years. The need for irrigation can usually be avoided in a typical summer with proper plant
selection and placement and good grass control (e.g., moisture conservation ring spray) around
plants. In some locations, a 25% inter-plant of lost plants in project year two may be more costeffective than irrigation.
H. Woody plant density recommendations: Although woody plant stem densities vary widely
among Oregon plant communities, and should be confirmed through reference site data, the
recommended range for planting on Willamette Valley riparian areas is between 2,000 and
2,600 stems per acre. Sample formulae for calculating densities are as follows:
Tree stems = square footage of planting area x 0.01
Shrub stems = square footage of planting area x 0.05
These formulae are intended to be used as a guide and stem density should be modified to
reflect site conditions, localized reference conditions, restoration objectives, and target plant
community types. For example, these values may need to be adjusted downward for low
precipitation areas, local conditions may dictate planting density, or planting density may vary
within the site.

B. SAMPLE REFERENCE SITE DATA COLLECTION PROTOCOLS
Using the Reference Site Data Form (available upon request), collect data using a standard sampling
methodology. At a minimum, radial plots, rectangular plots, and belt transect methodologies are acceptable.
●

●
●

Radial Plots: Plots located at random to represent the reference sites. Location of plots should
not be intended to maximize or minimize any particular metric. Random plot locations may be
generated using GIS or other methods. Plots that fall within a stream or pond may be moved
landward in a direction perpendicular to the stream or pond edge. Plot relocations and unique
conditions should be noted on the data forms.
Rectangular Plots: Rectangular macroplots with the long end oriented perpendicular to the
stream (and crossing all the hydrozones).
Belt Transects: 1m or wider belt transects oriented perpendicular to the stream and covering
the entire riparian corridor within reference sites, as described in Roegner, G.C. et al. 2008. 43

Count all live woody stems taller than 6” (regardless of vigor). Count multi-stem species (e.g.,
Symphoricarpos, Rosa) as one stem per square foot (1’ x 1’).
Estimate cover of native woody species, non-native woody species, invasive woody species, native
herbaceous species, non-native herbaceous species, invasive herbaceous species, and unvegetated
substrate within reference site plots or transects to the nearest 5%. Cover is defined as absolute cover
43

Roegner, G.C. et al. 2008. Protocols for Monitoring Habitat Restoration Projects in the Lower Columbia River and Estuary. Available at:
http://www.pnl.gov/main/publications/external/technical_reports/PNNL-15793.pdf.
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and is measured as the percentage of the ground surface covered by living plant leaves and stems when
viewed from above. Areas not covered by vegetation are counted as unvegetated substrate. Cover may
be greater than 100% if species are present in multiple strata (i.e., tree, shrub and herbaceous layers).
Indicate ‘T’ for Trace for species that cover less than 5% of the plot.
Reference Site Data Summary
The Project Developer should summarize reference site plot data for each program area or basin. In
cases where alternate project performance criteria are being considered, this information will help
establish the minimum revegetation standards against which the project(s) will be evaluated by the
Verifier at the end of the fifth growing season following planting. The following table provides an
example.
TABLE A1.2. SAMPLE DATA COLLECTION FORM FOR CHARACTERIZING A REFERENCE SITE
Project Developer:
Date:
Collected by:
HUC 5 (10 digit):
Number of reference sites:
Reference site locations
1
2
3
Latitude and longitude
or address, attach map
Elevation:
Size:
Number of reference
plots or transects:
Number of native
woody species
Reference site photos: Attach photos
Min
Max
Mean
Woody stem density/plot
or transect; OR
Combined native shrub
and woody vine cover
Native trees/acre
Canopy cover or closure
(%)
Invasive herbaceous
species cover (%)
Invasive woody species
cover (%)
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C. SAMPLE RIPARIAN REVEGETATION MONITORING PROTOCOL
The following method, which focuses on methods for measuring native woody stem density and native
and invasive species cover, is for informational purposes. Additional examples of monitoring protocols
are available in the Willamette Partnership Stewardship and Monitoring Plan Example.44
A. Plot Size and Location
Data will be collected using a standard sampling methodology. At a minimum, radial plots,
rectangular plots, and belt transect methodologies are acceptable. Plots will be located
randomly. Location of plots should not be intended to maximize or minimize any particular
metric. Random plot locations may be generated using GIS or other methods. Plots that fall
within a stream or pond may be moved landward in a direction perpendicular to the stream or
pond edge. Plot relocations and unique conditions should be noted on the data forms.


Radial Plots: Radial plots located at random to represent the planting area. Rectangular
Plots: Rectangular macroplots with the long end oriented perpendicular to the stream
(and crossing all the hydrozones).
 Belt Transects: 1m or wider belt transects oriented perpendicular to the stream and
covering the entire riparian corridor within reference sites, as described in Roegner, G.C.
et al. 2008. 45
The Monitoring Data Form is included as Table 3.
B. Native Tree, Shrub and Woody Vine Stem Counts
Using the Monitoring Data Form, count all live woody stems taller than 6” (regardless of vigor)
within plots. Count multi-stem species (e.g., Symphoricarpos, Rosa) as one stem per square foot
(1’ x 1’). The count should include both planted and non-planted vegetation. Note significant
instances of low vigor, damage from animals and other apparent problems on the data sheet.
C. Native and Non-Native Species Cover
Estimate cover of native woody species, non-native woody species, invasive woody species,
native herbaceous species, non-native herbaceous species, invasive herbaceous species, ground
substrate within plots to the nearest 5%. Cover is defined as absolute cover and is measured as
the percentage of the ground surface covered by live plant leaves and stems when viewed from
above. Areas not covered by vegetation are counted as unvegetated substrate. Cover may be
greater than 100% if species are present in multiple strata (i.e., tree, shrub and herbaceous
layers). Indicate ‘T’ for Trace if a non-native species covers less than 5% of the plot.
D. Timing of Data Collection
Data collection should occur following the expression of seasonal plant growth and mortality
and prior to leaf drop. In most areas this period will include the months of September and
October. Data collected outside of this period are subject to additional review.
E. Determining Sample Size

44

Stewardship and Monitoring Plan Template and Stewardship and Monitoring Plan Example are available at:
http://willamettepartnership.org/tools-templates
45
Roegner, G.C. et al. 2008. Protocols for Monitoring Habitat Restoration Projects in the Lower Columbia River and Estuary. Available at:
http://www.pnl.gov/main/publications/external/technical_reports/PNNL-15793.pdf.
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Initial sample size may be determined using the minimum plot number in the table below or by
using the sample size workbook available on the Oregon Department of State Lands website.46

Plot Size

TABLE A1.3. SAMPLE SUMMARY OF SAMPLING PLOT SIZE RELATIVE TO SITE SIZE.
Project Area/Minimum Plot Number47

11.7’ radius (3.57m)

Up to 2 acres

>2 to 5 acres

>5 acres

9

17

25

F. Data Analysis and Reporting
Monitoring should yield data that provide 80% confidence that reported values are within ±10
units of the true population.48 Plot or transect data should be summarized in following or similar
format and the results compared to the eligibility standards.

46

www.oregon.gov/DSL/PERMITS/docs/sample_size_workbook.xls in Oregon Department of State Lands’ Routine Monitoring Guidance
for Vegetation (Draft Sept 23, 2009).
47
Where the use of minimum plot number will not yield statistically valid results, additional plot data will be required.
48

Oregon Department of State Lands’ Routine Monitoring Guidance for Vegetation (Draft Sept 23, 2009).
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D. EXAMPLE PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT CHECKLISTS
Pre-enrollment Checklist
WWETAC Provisional Seed Zones for Conifer and Shrubs
EPA Level III Ecoregion and HUC 5 boundaries
Preliminary program area(s) boundary mapped
Land ownership assessed and mapped
Landowner agreement drafted
Existing and potential nursery capacity evaluated
Existing and potential contractor capacity evaluated
Range of site conditions evaluated
Revegetation limiting factors/risk assessment

_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____

Enrollment/Pre-implementation Checklist
Final program area boundary mapped
Preliminary reference sites selected
Preliminary project area(s) identified and mapped
Landowner agreement(s) signed
Reference site plot data collected and summarized
Site prep, planting and maintenance practices established
Monitoring plan developed
Preliminary species list established
Preliminary nursery list established
Nursery stock type(s) selected
Preliminary contractor list established
Nursery (incl. seed) and cold storage contract(s) executed
Revegetation contract(s) executed

_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____

Implementation Checklist 1
Final project area(s) identified and mapped
Project prescription(s) developed
Project(s) prepared and inspected
Project(s) planted and inspected
Project(s) maintained and inspected
15% implementation contingency in place for each project

_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____

Implementation Checklist 2
Nursery contract(s) evaluated/modified as necessary
Revegetation practices evaluated/modified as necessary
Revegetation contract(s) evaluated/modified as necessary
Monitoring data collected and analyzed
Determination of acceptable progress or contingency plan

_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
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ADDENDUM 2: ACCESSING THE RESERVE POOL UPON FORCE MAJEURE
For credit types utilizing the ECAS approach to trading ratios and reserve pools, described in Sections 2-2
and 3-3 of the General Crediting Protocol Version 2.0. Markit Environmental Registry will apply reserve
pool contributions upon issuance of credits with direction from the Willamette Partnership and
agencies. These credits will be placed into a Reserve Pool account. This document outlines additional
procedures to determine access to credits in the Reserve Pool. For those credit types that do not utilize
this approach (e.g., water quality credits), a policy for addressing project failure and Acts of God will be
determined in collaboration with the lead agency.

CREDITS FAIL

NEGLIGENCE

REMEDY: ONSITE-OFFSITE

BUY RESERVE CREDITS

ACTS OF GOD

REMEDY: ONSITE

NO-COST RESERVE CREDITS

CAUSE

Project failure attributable to the Project Developer
If a project fails because of events under the control of the Project Developer (e.g. invasive plants, sound
design, quality construction, etc.), then the Project Developer must use the following sequence to
remedy the failure49:
1. Do everything feasible to remedy the failure onsite, including but not limited to replanting,
intensive weed management, repairing fish passage structures, enforcing a conservation
easement or taking action to reconnect the site to its hydrology.
2. If the Verifier, Willamette Partnership, and certifying agencies determine onsite actions are not
feasible or desirable, then the Project Developer may use registered credits (owned by them or
others) to mitigate for the failure. These credits will be immediately retired.
3. If no registered credits are available, the Project Developer may access the Reserve Pool,
purchasing credits at full cost with a 50% multiplier50 unless another multiplier is agreed upon by
the Project Developer, Willamette Partnership, the Verifier and certifying agencies.
NOTE: The Reserve Pool cannot be accessed for any credits not yet created or otherwise unlisted on the
Markit Registry, even if a site is damaged by an Acts of God. The sequence above applies only to listed
credits.

49

This guidance is intended to provide clarity to market participants, but our preference is for the Project Developer, Verifier,
Willamette Partnership, and certifying agencies to work together to find solutions before triggering this sequence.
50 At the end of each fiscal year, The Willamette Partnership will use these funds to first purchase registered credits via an RFP.
If none are available, the Partnership will issue an RFP to solicit projects to re-populate the Reserve Pool.
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Acts of God
If a project fails to meet performance standards because of an Act of God (a catastrophic event out of
the control of the Project Developer), the Project Developer has the option of remedying the failure
onsite to secure release of the remaining credits, or immediately accessing the Reserve Pool51 at no cost.
Ecosystem Credit Accounting System draws from practice in the wetlands mitigation arena to define an
“Act of God”. An Act of God is a catastrophic event, such as but not limited to earthquakes, drought,
flood, disease and volcanic activity, which impede or interfere with a Project Developer’s ability to meet
performance standards or otherwise comply with the General Crediting Protocol.
In the event of an “Act of God” that leads to full or partial project failure, the Project Developer will
immediately notify their Verifier to confirm the nature of the event and its impacts on the project
meeting its performance standards and other obligations. The Verifier will submit an opinion on
whether an event is an Act of God or something within the control of the Project Developer to
remediate. This opinion will be certified by the Willamette Partnership and relevant agencies.

Programmatic Risk Management Encourages Good Site Selection
Some of the most needed restoration is in many active channels and floodplains of degraded
rivers and streams. When these systems work, natural and beneficial disturbance regimes
cause changes in river course, flooding, and erosion that will damage restoration projects.
The Reserve Pool is built with the knowledge that natural disturbance occurs and is positive
for ecological resilience.
Without the ability of Project Developers to access the Reserve Pool when natural, even
common, events such as flooding occurs, project developers would likely complete restoration
projects just in the safest most stable areas or actively protect restoration projects from
natural disturbance by armoring stream banks or taking other actions to minimize exposure to
natural dynamics.
No cost access to the Reserve Pool when projects are damaged by Acts of God encourages
restoration in areas subject to regular natural disturbances.
If the event is an “Act of God”, a Project Developer can immediately access the reserve pool at no
charge, but any unreleased credits will not be verified unless a Project Developer takes action to bring
the site back into compliance with performance standards and other obligations.

51

In the event there are not adequate credits to cover a debit to the Reserve Pool, the Willamette Partnership will record a
negative balance.
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Dispute Resolution
In cases where a Project Developer, Verifier, Willamette Partnership, or certifying agency disagree on
whether an event is an Act of God, the matter will be submitted to the Dispute Resolution committee
following the guidance in the Ecosystem Credit Accounting System Verification Protocol.

Eligibility of the site to restore and sell credits again
The Ecosystem Credit Accounting System standards recognize a desire for dynamic, functional
ecosystems in a world of climate change and other forces beyond our control. Ecosystem Credit
Accounting System standards are intended to incentivize conservation where it is most needed not just
where it is safest. That means active restoration projects in floodplains, arid regions and other
challenging ecosystems. As such, a project subject to an Act of God determination is not automatically
precluded from restoring that site to submit for additional credits.

